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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to design, implement, and evaluate an environmental
education preschool program for children ages 2-5 and their parents at Aldo Leopold Nature
Center. This was the first preschool program of this design implemented at Aldo Leopold Nature
Center, located in Monona, Wisconsin. The treatment was one year long, twice a month (two
dates per week) during the regular school year and every week over the summer; there were 30
unique lessons taught a total of 47 times. The program was given the name Wonder Bugs
Preschool Program before the implementation phase.
The data were collected through three surveys. The first survey was a session survey that
all parents were asked to complete after each of the Wonder Bugs sessions (47 total sessions).
The second survey was a midway survey that was distributed to families that attended at least
one Wonder Bugs session from March 2010 through August 2010 (spring and summer). The
final survey was distributed to all participating families from March 2010- February 2011 (oneyear).
The results indicate that the session activities were appropriate, the session length was
satisfactory, and the sessions overall were valuable and enjoyed. Furthermore, the objectives of
the program were upheld with the majority of people choosing “experiencing nature” and
“child‟s interest” as the top two choices for attending multiple Wonder Bugs sessions.
“Teachers” was the most important program component followed by “hikes” and then “crafts”.
Different time offerings may encourage people to attend more Wonder Bugs sessions, but 100%
of the people surveyed for the final survey marked will “probably” attend or “definitely” will
attend future programming at ALNC. The most important results for the study relate to the
parents‟ perception of their children‟s sense of wonder. On the Midway survey 92.9% of people
who responded perceived a positive change in their child‟s sense of wonder, and on the Final
survey 22 out of 23 people (95.7%) who responded perceived a positive change in their child‟s
sense of wonder.
Wonder Bugs was a success and should be continued at the Aldo Leopold Nature Center.
Wonder Bugs helps meet the needs of preschoolers, aged 2-5 years, and meets early childhood
guidelines for North American Association for Environmental Education and the Wisconsin
Department of Public Instruction‟s Model Early Learning Standards. The researcher recommends
gathering more data on parents‟ perception of their children‟s sense of wonder by conducting a
focus group. The researcher also recommends keeping class sizes to 10 children, dividing the
ages to separate the 2-3 year olds during the school year, and offering more date options,
including weekends.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Statement of Problem
The purpose of this research is to design, implement, and evaluate a year-long
environmental education preschool program for children ages 2-5 and their parents at Aldo
Leopold Nature Center (ALNC).
Subproblems
1. Subproblem One: To advertise and promote the environmental education (EE) program
to families with preschoolers ages 2-5.

2. Subproblem Two: To develop a year-long early childhood EE program that will consist
of lessons for each season.

3. Subproblem Three: To determine what early childhood EE program aspects are going to
be evaluated and design evaluation tools.

4. Subproblem Four: To implement the early childhood EE program.

5. Subproblem Five: To evaluate the early childhood EE program.

Limitations
1. The study is limited to local families with preschoolers ages 2-5 attending the
environmental education preschool program at ALNC.

2. The study will not identify and address any prior experiences that preschoolers and
families may have had with ALNC or the environment.
3. The study will only be evaluating the program from the parent‟s or legal guardian‟s
perspective.

4. Different parental figures may bring their preschoolers to each session.
1

Definition of Terms
Aldo Leopold Nature Center (ALNC)
a not-for-profit organization located in Monona, Wisconsin. ALNC‟s mission is to foster
admiration and respect for the land in the spirit of famed Wisconsin conservationist, Aldo
Leopold, reaching over 30,000 children and their families and teachers each year. (Aldo Leopold
Nature Center, 1997-2011).

Early Childhood Education
programs that focus on the whole-child, child-centered learning, and developmentally
appropriate activities for young children (birth to ages 5-8) (Wilson, 1993b.)

Environmental Education (EE)
“…is aimed at producing a citizenry that is knowledgeable concerning the biophysical
environment and its associated problems, aware of how to help solve these problems, and
motivated to work toward their solution” (Stapp, et al., 1969). For young children it should
consist of developmentally appropriate activities and topics that help to foster a sense of
appreciation for the natural world (Wilson, 1993b).

Evaluation
a look at how successful the program is at meeting the goals and objectives using designed tools
(North American Association for Environmental Education, 2010).

Lesson
a written, unique plan on a specified topic taught during each session.

Program
a year-long set of one hour and 15 minute-long independent lessons, two per month during the
school year and once per week over the summer, that covers a variety of topics and utilizes
resources and materials at the Aldo Leopold Nature Center. The lessons will be based on relevant
research and resources.
2

Session
a one-hour and 15 minute long “meeting” that followed one lesson plan. These sessions occurred
twice a month during the regular school year and once per week over the summer.

Assumptions
1. There is interest among local families to have environmental education programming
for their preschoolers (ages 2-5) during the school year.

2. ALNC staff have the skills and knowledge to effectively implement the program.

3. Parents will complete the surveys honestly and thoroughly.

4. The same parent from each family will participate in the lessons and fill out the
evaluations.

Significance of the Problem

Aldo Leopold Nature Center (ALNC) is the home of a three-quarter sized replica of the
Leopold family shack that provides a tangible element to teach hundreds of children (and adults)
about Aldo Leopold year-round. ALNC has more to offer than the replicated Leopold family
shack. The nature center‟s Monona, Wisconsin campus, established in 1994, sits adjacent to
Madison city conservation park land, providing trail access through more than ninety acres from
dawn to dusk (ALNC, 1997-2011). The mission of Aldo Leopold Nature Center is to foster
admiration and respect for the land, and they specialize in connecting children, families and
teachers to the outdoors, serving over 30,000 children and their families and teachers each year
(ALNC, 1997-2011). However, families with preschoolers are an underrepresented sector of that
population. Early childhood education at ALNC started out as a summer camp, drop-off option,
3

but the nature center decided it was more important to address early childhood education on a
year-round basis. This was in part because of the push to get children outdoors during the last
three to four years.
Despite the presence of nature centers like ALNC, it has been shown that children are
spending less and less time outside and increasingly more time inside, effectively removing them
from nature physically and emotionally. Richard Louv (2008), author of Last Child in the
Woods, uses the phrase “nature-deficit disorder” to describe what children negatively experience
as a result of their separation from nature: diminished use of the senses, attention difficulties, and
higher rates of physical and emotional illnesses (p. 36). Louv contends that nature-deficit
disorder can be alleviated by positively experiencing nature on a daily basis. Palmer‟s (1999)
research findings include 1) the immediate and long-term positive impacts of personal
experiences with nature and 2) early childhood as a crucial period in a person‟s life for
developing environmental concern.
According to Wilson (1996a) it is imperative that children develop a sense of respect and
care for the environment at an early age or be at risk for never developing those attitudes.
Children also need role models to show them the importance of specific environmental values
and ethics. Furthermore, children who have a childhood filled with positive natural experiences
and a nature-minded role model usually grow up to be environmentally minded individuals
themselves. Therefore it is important to involve families when dealing with very young children.
North American Association for Environmental Education (NAAEE) is an organization
committed to advancing environmental education in the United States. Their recently published
document, Early Childhood Environmental Education Programs: Guidelines for Excellence
(NAAEE, 2010) is part of a collection of works for the National Project for Excellence in
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Environmental Education. This is one of the few national publications that focus on
environmental education at the early childhood level. Wisconsin, a leader in environmental
education, only has environmental education standards for the K-12 grade levels (Wisconsin
Department of Public Instruction, 1998). However, there are Wisconsin Model Early Learning
Standards that focus on developmental milestones for young children (Wisconsin Early
Childhood Collaborating Partners, 2008).
The importance of the study is to provide families with preschoolers (ages 2-5) the
opportunities to explore together and learn about nature while also utilizing the Aldo Leopold
Nature Center resources year-round. The environmental education preschool program helps to
connect families and young children with nature by focusing on early childhood in order to help
create a sense of wonder and foster admiration and respect for the land, while building the base
on which children will grow up to be informed citizens.

5

CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter reviews literature selections that comprise five main categories and provide support
for this study: environmental education history, early childhood environmental education, child
development, importance of learning outdoors, and program development and evaluation.

Environmental Education (EE) History
Environmental education has its roots starting in the late 19th century with the nature
study movement, followed in the early 20th century by the conservation education movement,
which progressed into the outdoor education movement (Disinger, 1983). In 1976, at a United
Nations Conference, the Belgrade Charter provided a goal statement for environmental education
(National Association for Environmental Education (NAAEE), 2010). Around the same time the
first Intergovernmental Conference on Environmental Education resulted in The Tbilisi
Declaration that established three main goals for environmental education: 1) to foster clear
awareness of, and concern about, economic, social, political, and ecological interdependence in
urban and rural areas; 2) to provide every person with opportunities to acquire knowledge,
values, attitudes, commitment and skills needed to protect the environment; 3) to create new
patterns of behavior of individuals, groups, and society as a whole towards the environment
(Intergovernmental Conference on Environmental Education, 1977; & NAAEE , 2010).
EE in Wisconsin began also with conservation education in the 1930s with the
instructional requirement that conservation of natural resources be taught at elementary,
secondary, and teacher preparation levels (Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction, 1998).
Then in 1998 a law was established requiring every school district in Wisconsin to develop and
implement an EE plan.

6

Until approximately the last four years early childhood EE in Wisconsin and at the
national level has been neglected. At about this time numerous efforts have been undertaken to
address the current state of EE. Environmental Education is still being defined today with a
growing movement of involved citizens and organizations at the state and national levels that
includes The National No Child Left Inside Coalition, The Wisconsin No Child Left Inside
Coalition, and Wisconsin‟s GreenPrint for Environmentally Literate and Sustainable
Communities.
The No Child Left Inside Act is one example of a nation-wide effort to ensure that
environmental education reaches all children. It came about in response to No Child Left Behind
and supports and pushes for quality environmental education in an effort to: a) address naturedeficit disorder, b) prepare people to make educated environmental decisions, c) to engage
students in science, and d) to improve student achievement in school (No Child Left Inside
Coalition (NCLI), 2011b). It focuses mostly on the public school system (grades K-12).
The Wisconsin No Child Left Inside Coalition is a state-wide association of similar
groups of people who share the belief that children especially need to “connect with nature” in
order to develop into healthy and responsible adult citizens (EE in Wisconsin, 2011b). The
coalition is working to support legislation such as the No Child Left Inside Act. The Coalition
developed a Plan to “Advance Education for Environmental Literacy and Sustainability in K-12
Schools” that provides a strategy for ensuring all students graduate high school environmentally
literate (EE in WI, 2011b). This Plan is aligned with the No Child Left Inside Act and is in
coordination and support with “Cultivating Education for Sustainability in Wisconsin” and
“Wisconsin‟s GreenPrint for Environmentally Literate and Sustainable Communities” (EE in
Wisconsin, 2011b).
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Wisconsin‟s “GreenPrint for Environmentally Literate and Sustainable Communities” is
currently being developed. This is a more general strategy for all Wisconsin citizens at work,
home, school, and places of play, to ensure that everyone is environmentally literate and follows
sustainable practices (EE in Wisconsin, 2011a). It also has a component that addresses prekindergarten- aged students. Wisconsin‟s GreenPrint also has strong connections with family and
non-formal environmental education.
Although the main focus for environmental education is on school age children (K-12),
the NAAEE recognizes that early childhood education needs to be addressed as well. NAAEE
(2010) recently published Early Childhood Environmental Education Programs: Guidelines for
Excellence that combines the goals of environmental education with developmentally appropriate
early childhood practices. According to NAAEE (2010) effective environmental education,
regardless of the age of the learner, should be student-centered and hands-on.

Early Childhood Environmental Education
Early Childhood History
Early childhood education first began as early childhood care in the 19th century, mostly
in the private sector (Kamerman, 2006; Frazier, 1968). Eventually federal programs were the
impetus behind public kindergarten programs such as Head Start (Frazier, 1968). The
development of public and private programs for young children followed societal changes and
demands, moving in general from a privilege for some to a right for all (Kamerman, 2006;
Frazier, 1968). Larger numbers of women entering the workforce and the pressure of preparing
children for formal education led to early childhood education and care expansion beginning in
the late 1960s and early 1970s and again in the 1990s (Kamerman, 2006). Furthermore, in the
1990s it was recognized that early childhood education and care should be of high quality and
8

accessible by all families while supporting social needs and enhancing formal education (“Early
Childhood,” n.d.). Since then early childhood has continued to develop in the United States,
with each state taking a different approach suitable to their unique circumstances.
In the mid 1990s there was a push for early childhood learning standards in Wisconsin
(Haglund, 2005). By 1998 the state of Wisconsin had issued statutes mandating school districts
follow the Wisconsin Model Academic Standards, but the usage varied greatly for kindergarten
and early childhood areas (Haglund, 2005). The Wisconsin Model Early Learning Standards
(WMELS) were created in 2008 to meet the needs of the following groups: child care, Head
Start, Kindergarten and early childhood special education (Haglund, 2005). WMELS specify
developmental expectations for children from birth through to the start of first grade.

Early Childhood Environmental Education
There is a need for environmental education at the early childhood level. Even though
Wisconsin has Model Early Learning Standards for children aged birth to the start of first grade,
there is no direct correlation with environmental education (Wisconsin Department of Public
Instruction (WDPI), 2009). Wisconsin‟s Model Academic Standards for Environmental
Education is a separate document that covers grades kindergarten through twelfth; the preschool
grades and younger are not included in the model (WDPI, 1998). However, The Tbilisi
Declaration clearly states that environmental education should be provided at all ages in all
settings (Intergovernmental Conference on Environmental Education, 1977). The intent is that
environmental education should begin as early as possible and remain a life-long focus. In 2010,
the North American Association for Environmental Education published guidelines for early
childhood environmental education program development and implementation for children from
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birth to age eight, with an emphasis on children ages three to six. NAAEE defines environmental
education as part knowledge and part emotions and skills (NAAEE), 2010). Wilson (1996a)
states specifically that environmental education should be based on life experiences beginning in
the very earliest years.
Another main goal of environmental education is to prepare people to be able to improve
and protect the environment. The underlying objectives that directly fit with promoting
environmental stewardship are awareness and attitudes as laid out by The Tbilisi Declaration
(Intergovernmental Conference on Environmental Education, 1977). The Awareness objective
builds sensitivity to the environment and its problems. The Attitudes objective focuses on the
acquisition of a set of values and feelings of concern for the environment as well as building
motivation for protecting and improving the environment. Early childhood education focuses on
developmentally appropriate methods and strategies that incidentally blend with the awareness
and attitudes objectives of environmental education. A combination of awareness and attitudes
(aesthetic awareness and sensitivity) provides the basis for the development of an environmental
ethic according to Engleson & Yockers (1994). According to Wilson (1996a) it is imperative that
children develop a sense of respect and caring for the environment at an early age because if they
do not, they may never develop those attitudes. Lester and Maudsley (2006) take this idea to
another level by stating that individuals who associate with nature and feel they are part of nature
tend to have broader concerns with environmental issues later in life. Feeling connected to nature
only comes through experiencing nature. Furthermore, Wells and Leckies (as cited in Lester and
Maudsley, 2006, p.38) assert that childhood playtime in the natural world contributes positively
to adult attitude, behavior and knowledge about the environment. Chawla & Cushing (2007)
note that everyday life experiences (reading books on nature, observing the destruction of valued
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places and positive nature experiences) are important for fostering responsible environmental
behaviors later in life. Environmental sensitivity is a building block for positive environmental
behavior and has many factors that contribute to its development including exploring or playing
outdoors, encountering environmentally-sensitive role models, and reading nature books
(Hungerford and Volk, as cited in Engleson & Yockers, 1994, p. 72). Conversely, opposite
feelings or fears of the natural world could manifest themselves instead, without frequent, early
exposures to nature (Wilson, 1996b).
Role Models and Nature
In order to encourage positive environmental awareness and attitudes it is important to
have a role model with whom to experience nature. The Wisconsin DPI Model Early Learning
Standards are built in part on the guidelines that a child‟s development is dependent on the
relationships experienced from birth to age three and that parents (or similar figures) are a child‟s
most important teacher during the early years (WDPI, 2008). According to Erickson (2010),
quality parent-child attachment has a strong influence on a child‟s lifelong development, and the
natural world seems to invite and facilitate parent-child connections and sensitive interactions.
As a tangential benefit, the reciprocity and mutual respect such interactions engender are
important elements of close parent-child relationships as children move toward adulthood
(Erickson, 2010). Some studies have shown that children develop best when they have positive,
consistent relationships with responsive adults (National Association for the Education of Young
Children, 2009).
Children, especially young children, need adults to show them what is important; early
childhood education emphasizes relationships between children and adults and people and the
environment (Davis, 1998). Katz claims that young children learn best when interacting (as cited
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in Wilson, 1993c) versus learning on their own. Furthermore, Wilson (1993c) explains that
children learn values and ethics by watching the people who are important to them and that
cooperative learning experiences are appropriate for this age level. Chawla & Cushing (2007)
explain that there are certain conditions that help lead to responsible environmental behavior; the
first condition cited is the presence of role models and mentors. Finally, there is also growing
evidence that adults who are most concerned with the environment had time to enjoy and play in
the environment when they were young; it has also been shown that almost every adult connects
their natural experiences to a mentor-type person when they were little (Sobel, 1999; Chawla,
2006; Chawla & Cushing, 2007 ).
Crain (2001) suggests that adults can help to guide children in outdoor play and activities
as long as they are mindful not to completely take over. Even more than that, adults should
always encourage children‟s involvement, support play, and be playful themselves (Rogers
&Sawyer, 1988, as cited in (Benson, 1994)). Finally, adults need to notice and appreciate nature
in a respectful way (Chawla, 2006). According to Chawla (2006) the four ways in which an
adult can give this kind of attention are 1) caring for the land, 2) disapproval of destructive
practices, 3) pleasure at being out in nature, and 4) fascination with the details of the earth, sky,
and living things.

Child Development
Child development follows the same regular pattern of the same stages for every child
(Frazier, 1968; National Assocation for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC), 2009). The
National Scientific Council on the Developing Child (2007) created five core concepts that cover
a child‟s development. They are as follows: 1) their development is crucial for the overall good
of their community, 2) brains are built over time, 3) the most important relationships are found in
12

the family and are responsible for brain development in either nurturing or hindering capacities,
4) both brain architecture and developing abilities are built from simple to more complex, and 5)
the cognitive, emotional and social capabilities are dependent on each other (National Scientific
Council on the Developing Child, 2007). Core concepts one, three, and five are relevant to this
study: children are society‟s future; involving family members is important; successful early
childhood programs focus on building each of the developmental areas. Major development of
the attentional system occurs starting at birth and continues throughout life; the next major
system development (of the sensory system) does not occur until age 5 (Johnson, V., as cited in
Engleson & Yockers, 1994, p. 75). During development of the attentional system children are
developing attention, perception, memory, language-speech, and voluntary action (Johnson, V.,
as cited in Engleson & Yockers, 1994, p. 75). Marcie Oltman (2002) further explains that
teaching to the whole child by encompassing the cognitive, physical, and social/emotional
developmental aspects is crucial for preschoolers because they learn through all three capacities
at the same time.
Jean Piaget‟s constructivist theory states that children learn through exploring physically
or mentally (Oltman, 2002). They learn in multiple ways and make sense of their world through
experiencing it (NAEYC, 2009). Preschoolers aged two to six are in the preoperational stage
(the second of four as created by Piaget) and exhibit the following: little knowledge of cause and
effect, difficulty taking another‟s point of view, think inanimate objects have human feelings,
lack logical thought until the emergence of it, and cannot understand that something remains the
same even though it changes form (Oltman, 2002). Wells and Zeece (2007) provide the example
of young children not making the distinctions between fact and fiction and often giving animals
anthropomorphic characteristics.
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As early as the late 1960‟s it was recognized that nursery schools and kindergarten
environments needed to be appropriate in order to meet the needs of children of that age group
(Frazier, 1968). This is because young children learn differently than older children and adults; it
is therefore important that activities and lessons be appropriate for their development (Wilson,
1993b; Oltman, 2002; NAEYC, 2009). For example, in the minds of young children feelings are
more important than facts (Wilson, 1993b). Furthermore, studies have shown that play is an
important aspect of learning. Play is an activity or activities that children do spontaneously,
which optimizes brain development through problem solving and social interactions (Burdette &
Whitaker, 2005). The benefits of play are numerous and include cognitive and motor
development, social and communication skills, and creativity (Burghardt (as cited in Lester and
Maudsley, 2006); Benson, 1994; NAEYC, 2009). The act of playing is likely to thrive in natural
places, according to Lester and Maudsley (2006). Play was recognized as an important part of
learning and has been a major component of early childhood education since the 1920s (Frazier,
1968). Under the Wisconsin Model Early Learning Standards capabilities such as engaging in
social interaction, playing with others and displaying curiosity are all deemed important along
with knowledge pieces that cover only broad mathematical concepts such as counting and
recognizing shapes and scientific concepts such as hypothesizing and making conclusions
(WDPI, 2009). There are not any standards citing a child‟s understanding of specific facts or
pieces of knowledge. The same holds true for the North American Association for
Environmental Education. NAAEE (2010) asserts that early childhood environmental education
should focus more on free discovery that involves active play in nature and less on structured
achievements. This is further supported by Piaget‟s theory that implies that children construct
knowledge by acting on the environment (Wadsworth, as cited in Engleson and Yockers, 1994).
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According to Wilson (1993c) children do best by experiencing and by using all their
senses. The use of sensory tables at preschools illustrates this concept as children learn through
exploration and play while utilizing their senses (Hunter, 2008). The “strong sense of wonder” is
a key characteristic of this age group as described by Wilson (1993b). The combination of these
two ideas leads to another fact: children learn well through hands-on activities (Witt and Kimple,
2008).

Importance of Learning Outdoors
Ruth Wilson (1993c) explains that humans have an inborn need to feel connected to the
natural world. Yet, in today‟s society, in which there are growing fears relating to children
playing alone outside, children are spending more time inside than out. Richard Louv (2008)
explicitly states that fear is what keeps children separated from nature. Lester and Maudsley
(2006) refer to this as a “culture of fear” that generates strict rules for child‟s play. For example,
Presil (as cited by Lester and Maudsley, 2006, p. 47) found that parental fears about what people
would think of them if their children were wearing dirty clothes resulted in their children
avoiding dirt all together or any outdoor activities. Rasmussen (as cited in Lester and Maudsley,
2006, p. 51) describes a triangle of buildings that constitute where a child is likely to be every
day; home, school and recreational facilities, all places adults deem as safe and appropriate.
When children are allowed to be outside there are more organized activities like sports that keep
children engaged and leave little time for free play outside in the natural area or neighborhood
(Davis, 1998). According to the National Wildlife Federation (National Wildlife Federation,
1996-2009) we are raising “the first generation of Americans ever to grow up isolated from
nature.” Not only are children today growing up disconnected from nature, life is becoming more
fast-paced, there is less daily contact with animals, and life is becoming more violent, according
15

to Orr (as cited in Lester and Maudsley, 2006, p. 45). “Nature-deficit disorder” is a term coined
by Richard Louv, author of Last Child in the Woods, to describe the negative effects associated
with the disconnection between children and nature. According to Louv (2008) “nature-deficit
disorder” is related to obesity and compounding health issues associated with being over-weight
as well as mental health issues such as depression, attention disorders and those relating to stress.
The National Wildlife Federation (1996-2009) also lists many consequences for children who
spend more time indoors and very little outdoors: decreasing creativity, decreasing
concentration, increased aggression, increased inability to cope with stress, and increasing
obesity levels. Even more alarming is that pediatricians are warning that children of today may
be the first generation since the early 1940s to die at an earlier age than their parents (Louv,
2008).
The situation is not completely hopeless. The solution is clear: children need to spend
more time outside. Crain (2001) suggests that there are three main ways that nature helps
children to develop: 1) nature stimulates powers of observation, 2) nature fosters creativity, and
3) nature instills a sense of peace and being at one with the world. According to Chawla (2006),
children build knowledge of the environment and confidence when they have positive
experiences and interactions with the natural world. Another advantage to being outdoors is that
it helps to create healthier individuals (C&NN, 2009). Obesity, attention deficit disorder, asthma,
vitamin D deficiency are all on the rise, which all can be related to an increase in sedentary,
indoor activities such as video gaming, and there is also evidence that playing outdoors can
reduce these negative effects (National Environmental Education Foundation, 2011). The
American Academy of Pediatrics provides guidelines for increasing physical activity (to combat
obesity) which for toddlers and preschoolers includes walking outside (Council on Sports
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Medicine and Fitness & Council on School Health, 2006). Research conducted by Bell, Wilson,
and Liu (2008) concluded that association with neighborhood “greenness” inversely influences
body mass index of children (more greenness correlates to a smaller body mass index and vice
versa); body mass index is a factor associated with obesity. Furthermore, vigorous movement in
the outdoors enhances muscle, heart, and lung growth (Lester & Maudsley, 2006). Taylor et al
(as cited in Lester and Maudsley, 2006, p. 40) found that children with attention deficit disorder
were better able to focus and concentrate after playing in green spaces compared with playing on
asphalt-covered spaces. Louv (2008) also talks about how experiences in nature can reduce
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder because nature augments attention resources allowing
children to focus and feel calm as well as to better deal with stress. Ulrich‟s research (as cited in
Lester and Maudsley, 2006, p. 39) found a correlation between experiences with nature and
improved emotional health and stress reduction. Being in nature, or viewing nature, may help
reduce stress, anxiety and depression (Kuo, as cited in Erickson, 2010). There are also studies
that have shown that children who learn outdoors are more creative and have higher self-esteem
(C&NN, 2009). Kellert (2010, p. 2) summarizes it best, “A child‟s optimal development, the
emergence of a secure and positive identity, the ability to think critically and resolve problems,
the formation of self-confidence and self-esteem, and even health and maturation rely on
beneficial interactions with the natural world.” In other words, being outside positively affects
the development of children; the preschool program at the Aldo Leopold Nature Center aims to
spend as much time outside as conditions allow.
Young children are trying to understand their world on a daily basis, starting with their
immediate surroundings and slowly expanding outward. As children experience meaningful
connections with the land they develop a sense of place (Knapp, 2005). Experiences should be
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simple or close-to-home and familiar first before exploring unknown areas according to Wilson
(1993c). Young children should have opportunities to appreciate natural areas that they can
interact with regularly instead of focusing on facts or unfamiliar areas (Wells and Zeece, 2007).

Program Development and Evaluation
There are many ways to develop and evaluate an early childhood environmental
education program. The resources described for program development can be used to evaluate
programs as well. In particular Frazier (1968) states that evaluation can be done based on how
well a program fits a certain model or on changes in observable behavior, both of which have
their disadvantages. Above all, Frazier (1968) declares that the evaluator answer one main
question: is this a good learning experience for children?
According to Engleson and Yockers (1994) in A Guide to Curriculum Planning in
Environmental Education, environmental education must be continuous through all grade levels
and subject areas and offer concrete, direct experiences. Although the plan only covers K-12 this
statement is appropriate for early childhood environmental education programs. Early childhood
EE programs cover the preschool level (which extends the kindergarten focus to earlier years),
should encompass all subject areas by using appropriate methods and strategies, and should also
offer direct experiences as described above. Early Childhood Environmental Education
Programs: Guidelines for Excellence (NAAEE, 2010) identifies six key characteristics of highquality early childhood environmental education programs that are as follows: 1) program
philosophy, purpose, and development; 2) developmentally appropriate practices; 3) play and
exploration; 4) curriculum framework for environmental learning; 5) places and spaces; and 6)
educator preparation. Under each of the key characteristics there are guidelines that break down
the general characteristic.
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Ruth Wilson (1996a) offers a few guidelines for program development that include
frequent environmental experiences on an almost daily basis. Furthermore, Wilson (1996b)
provides detailed guidelines for creating preschool programs at community nature centers, and
although the guidelines are for resident programs (the children are dropped off for half a day)
there are some elements that fit with the ALNC adult/child preschool program. For instance
Wilson (1996b) writes that appropriate curriculum for the age group is not just a simplified
version of curricula for older students. NAEYC (2009) offer six guidelines for planning
developmentally appropriate programs for children from birth through the primary grades that
are as follows: 1) explicitly state learning and development goals, 2) align curriculum with goals,
3) use this framework for lesson planning, 4) focus on meaningful connections, 5) collaborate
with other grade levels, and 6) consider the infants and toddlers separate by planning unique
routines and experiences. Even within the age range of early childhood, there are major
differences in child development; Frazier (1968) recognizes that three year olds will need a
different schedule from five year olds when developing the structure of a school day.
Wilson‟s (1996b) guidelines for an early childhood environmental education program
include the following six sections: 1) child-centered activities, 2) active child involvement, 3)
opportunities for freedom of choice and movement, 4) a focus on social interactions and informal
conversations, 5) direct learning experiences, and 6) integrated activities that foster the
development of the whole child. According to Frazier (1968) a well-balanced early childhood
program includes the following four pieces: 1) time for quiet and active experiences, 2)
opportunities for child-centered and adult-centered activities, 3) opportunities for group and
individual activities, and 4) flexible scheduling to allow for children to move freely between
activities. In order for the biological and developmental needs of children to be met, adults need
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to place child-centered and free-choice activities at the highest level of priority (Lester and
Maudsley, 2006).
Frazier (1968) declares that snack is beneficial for young children in part because it
provides another learning opportunity (informal discussions for example), and he continues that
stories and songs provide benefits as well. Frazier (1968) also supports the use of centers such as
arts and crafts, dramatic play, blocks, manipulative materials, library, music, and displays.
Wilson (1993c) echoes the use of centers by specifically advocating environmental music, art,
and literature; these enhance environmental knowledge by providing another avenue for
understanding.
Consistent staffing is also very important for this age group. Wilson (1996b) explains that
consistency in this aspect allows time for relationships and trust to build between the children
and the adult staff member(s). Trusting relationships with adults promotes learning and
development (NAEYC, 2009). Teacher competence may be more important at the early
childhood level than at any other (Frazier, 1968). The National Association for the Education of
Young Children (NAEYC) (2009) contends that there are three things that early childhood
teachers need to consider: 1) child development and learning, 2) the individual children, and 3)
social and cultural contexts of the children. These three areas when considered together help the
teacher to make appropriate curriculum and classroom decisions to meet the needs of all children
(NAEYC, 2009). More specifically, according to NAEYC (2009) educators at the early
childhood level need to make decisions based on the following five areas: 1) creating a caring
community of learners, 2) teaching to enhance development and learning, 3) planning curriculum
to achieve goals, 4) assessing children‟s development and learning, and 5) establishing reciprocal
relationships with families.
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Summary
The review of related literature suggests that early childhood environmental education is
an important component of learning and should be incorporated into programs that teach young
children. It also suggests that guidance from parents is important for learning and for gaining an
appreciation of the environment. The developmental stage and characteristics for this age group
fit well with environmental education, especially learning in an outdoor setting. This study will
help to connect young children and their families with the natural world while gradually
introducing preschoolers to the environment within their community.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The purpose of the study was to develop, implement, and evaluate a year-long environmental
education preschool program for the Aldo Leopold Nature Center. The program was designed for
preschool-aged children, two to five years old, and their parents. Data were needed in order to
effectively accomplish this, gathered using the methods described in this chapter.

Treatment of the Subproblems
The following methods were used to address each of the subproblems of the project, Design,
Implementation, and Evaluation a Year-Long Environmental Education Preschool Program for
Children Ages 2-5 and Their Parents at Aldo Leopold Nature Center.

Subproblem One: To advertise and promote the environmental education (EE) program to
families with preschoolers ages 2-5.
The researcher will meet in late November/early December 2009 with the ALNC director
Virginia Wiggen and the ALNC development/communications coordinator Alanna Medaris to
determine possible program names and discuss the marketing strategies to be employed. Posting
of the upcoming Wonder Bugs events in on-line media contacts such as calendars and
informational web pages will be conducted. Email messages will be sent to parent-child groups
and organizations in the Madison area. The development/communications coordinator will
complete all other steps that naturally occur when advertising programs at ALNC, which
includes radio ads, a variety of local magazine and newspaper publications, press releases and
the ALNC newsletter.
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Quarter-sheet flyers will be created to be distributed at preschools and local retail
businesses, and a full-size flyer of the upcoming spring sessions will be created and distributed to
a variety of local establishments. These steps will be completed by the
development/communications coordinator again for the summer, fall, and winter sessions. The
researcher will also contact a few other similar nature center programs to determine any other
possible marketing strategies in December 2009; the contact information will be provided by the
ALNC director.
TIMELINE
November- December 2009


Meet with ALNC director Virginia Wiggen to discuss types of advertising and to define
the target audience.



Discuss marketing strategies with the ALNC development/communications coordinator
Alanna Medaris.



Contact similar toddler programs for ideas and strategies.

January-February 2010


Enter program details into online calendars and organization websites.



Contact preschool programs, stay-at-home parent organizations, and local businesses to
obtain permission to display outreach.



Distribute promotional materials for early childhood EE program.

Subproblem Two: To develop a year-long early childhood EE program that will consist of
lessons for each season.
The researcher will discuss program options with the ALNC director Virginia Wiggen
and ALNC President/Executive Director Kathe Crowley Conn in October, 2009, followed by an
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email discussion with Dr. Dennis Yockers, the researcher‟s advisor at the University of
Wisconsin-Stevens Point, in early November 2009.
Familiarization of existing summer and school year Toddler Time programming for
ALNC will be conducted in November 2009- January 2010. The main resources that will be
consulted in order to determine the overall program design, program objectives, and
age/developmentally appropriate practices will be: Fostering a Sense of Wonder during the Early
Childhood Years by Ruth A. Wilson, Ph.D. (1993) and Natural Wonders: a Guide to Early
Childhood for Environmental Educators by Marcie Oltman, editor (2002). The North American
Association for Environmental Education‟s Early Childhood Environmental Education
Programs: Guidelines for Excellence (2010) will be consulted and Wisconsin Department of
Public Instruction website will also be studied to make sure that the program will fit those
requirements as well. In late November 2009 the researcher will meet again with the ALNC
director to discuss program objectives.
The ALNC director will provide print-outs of a few other nature-center-specific examples
of preschool programs: Dodge Nature Center in West St. Paul, Minnesota, Stokes Nature Center
near Logan, Utah, and Briar Bush Nature Center in Abington, PA. Online research will be
conducted of these programs for ideas and strategies for program scheduling and design. Phone
interviews of these nature centers will also be conducted in December 2009.
Determination of topics to be covered for spring, summer, fall, and winter will be done
by examining past ALNC program descriptions, EE resources, and preschool-appropriate guides
and websites, as well as considering seasonal suitability. Topic descriptions will be written and
submitted prior to each seasonal deadline. Program dates will be determined by consulting the
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ALNC master schedule for open days and/or weeks. Lesson development will be done by using
the ALNC lesson template, chosen topics, and EE/preschool resources.

TIMELINE
November 2009- January 2010


Determine program objectives.



Read through existing summer Toddler Time programming as well as former Toddler
Time school year curriculum.



Determine topics to be covered for spring and summer.



Determine dates and scheduling for spring and summer.



Develop lessons to cover selected topics.



Meet with ALNC program director to discuss progress and to obtain approval for selected
topics and lessons.

February 2010-August 2010


Develop lessons to cover selected topics.

March 2010


Determine topics to be covered for fall and winter.



Determine dates and scheduling for fall and winter.



Meet with ALNC program director to discuss progress and to obtain approval for selected
topics and lessons.

September- February 2011


Develop lessons to cover selected topics.
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Subproblem Three: To determine what early childhood EE program aspects are going to
be evaluated and design evaluation tools.
Discussions and consultations with Dr. Dennis Yockers, the researcher‟s advisor at the
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, and the ALNC director Virginia Wiggen will begin in
late 2009. Review of the evaluation information gathered from other nature center preschool
programs in subproblem two, including example evaluation tools if available, will be conducted
in early 2010.
Discussion with the researcher‟s advisor and the ALNC director will take place in
February 2010, and three simple surveys will be created. The surveys/questionnaires will consist
of yes/no questions, checklist questions, Likert-type scales, and open ended questions. The
surveys will have the same design but some of the questions will be different. In general the
surveys will contain questions important for the researcher‟s study and those that will help
ALNC with the programming. The researcher determined the use of surveys to be the best
method for gathering the desired information; this was based on prior knowledge and an internet
search. The potentially large number of participating families, the very low budget for the
project, and the fast-paced time line ruled out use of in-person and telephone interviews, postal
service mailings for the surveys, and focus groups (StatPac Inc., 2011). Mail through the postal
service will only be used for those families without email addresses due to the low budget of the
project and only for the midway and final surveys.
Once the surveys are created, a small group of people consisting of naturalists and
parents will be asked to critique the surveys using a questionnaire in February 2010. This will be
done again if needed in September 2010 for the midway survey, and February 2011 for the final
survey. The questionnaire will have yes/no questions with spaces for explanations to negative
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responses that ask the reviewers to consider the survey and question format, and the overall
survey design. Data will be compiled by recording suggested changes in a spreadsheet. The
researcher will make appropriate changes to the surveys based on the questionnaire responses.
The protocol will be submitted to the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point Institutional
Review Board in late February 2010 for expedited review.
Session Survey
The session survey will have questions that focus on the individual lessons and will
include questions on session length and activity appropriateness. Parent choices of “mostly
appropriate” or “appropriate” for the activities will be counted and recorded and used to
determine whether or not the lesson‟s activities are appropriate. The survey will also have a
question that will consider the general success or desirability of each session. The remaining
questions will be used to make lesson adjustments and help determine future topics. The surveys
will be distributed at the end of every session in person. Data will be recorded in a spreadsheet.
Midway Survey
The midway survey will be created to address the effects of multiple visits to Wonder
Bugs on a child‟s sense of wonder; the researcher will be focusing on the parents‟ perception of
whether their children exhibited signs of an increased sense of wonder after participating in
multiple sessions. Responses from parents who attended only one session will be compared with
parents‟ responses who attended multiple sessions. The survey will also be designed to determine
the main reasons for attending multiple sessions and potentially determine ways to encourage
frequent attendance. The surveys will be distributed via email or in person at the halfway point
of the program and a follow-up email will be sent out 2-3 weeks later. Data will be recorded in a
spreadsheet.
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Final Survey
The final survey will be created to address the effects of multiple visits to Wonder Bugs
on a child‟s sense of wonder. The researcher will be interested in the responses from parents
who attended multiple sessions compared with those who attended one or just a couple. The
survey will also determine program features that were most/least important and suggestions to
improve the program. The final survey will also address attendance concerns such as reasons for
and against attending and if they will attend in the future. Final surveys will be distributed via
email or in person at the end of the year-long program; postal service mail will be used only for
those families who do not have email. A follow-up email will be sent 2-3 weeks later. Some
final surveys will be handed out in person. Data will be recorded in a spreadsheet.

TIMELINE
November 2009


Confer with ALNC director and Dr. Dennis Yockers, the researcher‟s advisor at the
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point.

December 2009-January 2010


Contact similar preschool programs for ideas and strategies.

February 2010


Create session survey, midway survey and final survey for adult participants.



Ask naturalists and parents to review the surveys.



Discuss evaluation tools with ALNC director.



Submit protocol to the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point Institutional Review
Board.
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Subproblem Four: To implement the early childhood EE program.
The data needed to implement the program will include enrollment numbers, supplies,
materials, snack items, recipes, and naturalist contact information for assistance as needed.
Materials will be gathered from ALNC resources, lists will be made of items that needed to be
purchased, and some materials will be created by the researcher. Review of online preschool
sites, checking books out from the library, and snack preparation (recipe searches and material
gathering) will also be used to implement the program. The researcher will utilize teaching
strategies and methods learned in teacher preparation courses from Sacramento State University
and in graduate courses at University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point.
TIMELINE
December 2009/January 2010


Determine schedule for spring and summer.

February 2010-August 2010


Organize materials and resources for spring lessons.

March 2010- August 2010


Teach lessons following created schedule and lesson plans.

June 2010


Determine schedule for fall and winter.

August 2010- February 2011


Organize materials and resources for fall and winter lessons.

September 2010- February 2011


Teach lessons following created schedule and lesson plans.

Subproblem Five: To evaluate the early childhood EE program.
Parental participants will be given a brief survey at the end of each session, a midway
survey half-way through the program, and a final survey at the end of the year-long program.
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Survey review, grouping of like responses and counting, computer utilization, and table
formation will be used to analyze the results. Results will be analyzed to determine the overall
appropriateness of the activities for each lesson, session length, the general success of the early
childhood EE program, and whether or not there was a perceived increase in the child‟s sense of
wonder.
Session Survey
The surveys will be organized by appropriateness, session length, and general success of
the program. The results will be analyzed by grouping like responses, counting, and calculating
percentages. The number of surveys returned per session and the number of attending families
will also be recorded.
Midway Survey
The midway surveys will be organized by the number of sessions attended because the
researcher will be interested in parents‟ perception of whether or not multiple sessions resulted in
an increase in their child‟s sense of wonder. The results will be analyzed by tabulating the
number of responses and calculating the related percentages. Specific responses will be recorded
as quotes. The remaining questions will be analyzed according to the number of like responses.
Final Survey
The final surveys will be organized by the number of sessions attended. The researcher is
most interested in the parents‟ perception of whether multiple sessions resulted in an increase in
their child‟s sense of wonder. The responses will be tabulated, and data will be analyzed by
determining percentages. Specific responses will be recorded as quotes. The remaining questions
will be analyzed according to the number of like responses.
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TIMELINE
March 2010- February 2011


Distribute session survey at the end of every session.

September 2010


Distribute midway survey.



Distribute survey reminder 2-3 weeks later.

February-March 2011


Distribute final survey.



Distribute survey reminder 2-3 weeks later.

March- July 2011


Analyze results based on questions and information sought.



Discuss results with ALNC director.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS

Introduction
This chapter provides the results of the methodology for each of the five subproblems of
this project.

Subproblem 1: To advertise and promote the environmental education program to families
with preschoolers ages 2-5.
The researcher and ALNC agreed to work together on the year-long early childhood
environmental education project in early November 2009. After meeting with ALNC director
Virginia Wiggen in late November/early December 2010 the researcher created a list of possible
names for the program. The ALNC director passed the list on to the ALNC President &
Executive Director, Kath Crowley Conn who chose the title, Wonder Bugs Preschool Program,
which was used for all marketing strategies.
ALNC had a list of thirty-seven preschools and daycares, sixteen online media contacts,
ten local magazines and twenty-nine local newspapers that were supplied with programming
information, press releases, flyers and/or newsletters. During the second week of February the
researcher entered Wonder Bugs‟ spring session information in sixteen online media contact
websites; these contacts included online versions of newspapers or magazines, local television
station online calendars, and environmental education organizations like EE in Wisconsin and
Children and Nature Network. The researcher also contacted via email five additional
organizations not on any ALNC list. The researcher sent information requesting that Wonder
Bugs information be included in the researcher‟s neighborhood newsletter; there was no
response.
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In addition, the researcher created a quarter-page flyer (see Appendix A) that included
pertinent information about the program. This was distributed to two preschools not on the
ALNC list and a local retail store focusing on babies and educational programming for families.
The researcher also passed out the flyers to a neighborhood community center at an open gym
session. The researcher posted full-page flyers created by the ALNC development and
communication coordinator at a few local business community bulletin boards such as
Woodman‟s grocery store and Crema Café. Finally, through a personal connection, the
researcher was able to leave a stack of quarter-page flyers and a couple of full-page flyers at a
community health gym.
The development/communications coordinator at ALNC completed radio ads, a variety
of local magazine and newspaper ads, press releases, and the pertinent information for the ALNC
newsletter for the spring sessions. The development/communications coordinator repeated all of
the above steps, including the researcher‟s steps for the rest of the sessions (summer, fall and
winter). The local area was sufficiently saturated with program information. However, the
researcher believes that the advertising and promoting should have started earlier in the season.

Subproblem Two: To develop the environmental education preschool program.
The researcher approached Aldo Leopold Nature Center about possible early childhood
projects in October 2009. ALNC had interest in developing an adult/child program as well as
two other options. The researcher and her advisor, Dr. Dennis Yockers at University of
Wisconsin-Stevens Point, chose the adult/child preschool program. The researcher and ALNC
agreed to work together on the year-long early childhood environmental education project in
early November 2009. The general design of an adult/child time was used to develop the
program.
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In late November/early December 2009 ALNC director Virginia Wiggen gave the
researcher a list of similar programs at other nature centers: Wooly Bears at Dodge Nature
Center in St. Paul, Minnesota, Stokes Nature Center near Logan, Utah, and Briar Bush Nature
Center in Abington, PA. The researcher contacted all three via email in late November 2009. All
three responded via email but the researcher did follow-up phone interviews in early December
2009 using pre-determined questions to clarify their responses (see Appendix B for the list of
questions). Based on these methods, the following attributes were taken into consideration when
developing the program: start with a smaller number of offerings per week and month, have a
session length of less than 2 hours, and include a snack. The following ideas were taken into
consideration in terms of evaluation: keep the surveys simple and in-person distribution would
be expected to have the highest response rate.
ALNC Program Development
During a discussion with the ALNC director it was decided that Wonder Bugs would
have one topic offered twice per week and have a total of two topics per month (about every
other month) for the school year. The session length would be 1 hour and 15 minutes, which is
long enough to have a snack. The specific time of 9:30-10:45 a.m. was chosen based on required
set-up/clean-up time, and the researcher‟s family schedule. The researcher‟s daughter attended
the Wonder Bugs sessions until September 2010. Using knowledge of the researcher‟s
daughter‟s nap schedule and known families with children 2-5 years old, the fact that it requires
a relatively long time to get ready in the morning, and general snack time helped to solidify the
Wonder Bugs time.
The ALNC director and the researcher then discussed how Wonder Bugs would be
different for the summer session. ALNC has summer camp offerings for children ages 4 and 5,
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which means that Wonder Bugs over the summer would be for 2-3 year olds only. This affected
the lessons themselves but not the overall program design; the lessons were entirely geared
toward that age range. It was decided that with the impending building construction, Wonder
Bugs would be offered once per week on alternating Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
Development of Program Objectives
The first step was a review and consultation of Fostering a Sense of Wonder During the
Early Years (Wilson, 1993) and Natural Wonders (Oltman, 2002). The key elements used from
these two resources to develop objectives and the overall program design were: use hands-on
activities, have open-ended activities, offer choice, start simple, actively involve the children,
involve full use of the senses, and focus on experiencing not teaching. These objectives also fit
with the awareness and attitudes goals of EE (Tbilisi) that correlate with early childhood
guidelines as explained in the literature review. Then the researcher met with the ALNC director
to discuss the objectives and make a final decision (recorded below).
Wonder Bugs objectives:


to provide an opportunity for parents to interact with their toddler/preschooler in a
natural setting



to foster a sense of wonder for the natural world



to foster admiration and respect for the land

Once the objectives were in place the researcher created a song based on an obscure tune to
use as the theme song for the Wonder Bugs program (see Appendix C). The main reason for
creating it was to offer an element of familiarity and routine to the program. The song includes
the aspect of fostering wonder as well as the mission of ALNC. Once it was created it was used
at every lesson; it may not have been sung during all of the researcher‟s absences.
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Scheduling the Wonder Bugs Program
The ALNC master schedule was reviewed to determine the specific dates for the spring
Wonder Bugs sessions; this was repeated for summer, fall and winter at the end of the previous
season. Dates were chosen trying to keep the schedule to every other week and by trying to
choose dates when the nature center did not have many other programs occurring. Topic choice
was determined next by consulting numerous preschool and EE resources and websites (see
Appendix D); seasonal considerations were also a factor. For example, a lesson about signs of
spring would be best near the first day of spring and not closer to summer. Finally, a list of
topics with brief descriptions and their corresponding dates were created and submitted to the
ALNC director according to each seasonal deadline.
Wonder Bugs Lesson Plan Development
Lesson development began next based on the chosen topics. The researcher used the ALNC
lesson template (see Appendix E) as the main tool. Existing toddler time lessons and other
ALNC materials were consulted as well as online resources and EE activity guides (see
Appendix D for Wonder Bugs resources). The design of the ALNC preschool program includes
completely new lessons developed by fusing early childhood and environmental education
guidelines and suggestions, effectively making the curriculum age-appropriate. The program has
been correlated with The North American Association for Environmental Education‟s Early
Childhood Environmental Education Programs: Guidelines for Excellence (2010). The only
guideline strand not covered by the comprehensive Wonder Bugs program is Key Characteristic
1.3: Culturally Appropriate Goals, Objectives and Practices (see Appendix F for a table of
guidelines addressed by the program). The program was developed with a specific audience and
population in mind; the activities are generally appropriate and sound but they may have to be
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modified slightly for different, specific audiences. Some of the lessons and activities have been
correlated with Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction‟s Model Early Learning Standards
(see Appendix G). The researcher needs to include the standards addressed for the remaining
lessons.
A total of seventeen school-year lessons for 2-5 year olds and thirteen lessons for 2-3 year
olds over the summer were created for the year-long Wonder Bugs program. The researcher
utilized lesson plan strategies and methods learned in courses from Sacramento State University
teacher preparation program and in graduate courses at University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point;
these aspects included considering multiple intelligences, building on themes, and meeting
standards.
The environmental education preschool program for the Aldo Leopold Nature Center has
many components that are deemed important for early childhood environmental education
programs according to a review of the literature. Wonder Bugs includes many opportunities to
learn using all the senses as well as to learn by doing and experiencing. The ALNC preschool
program was designed with special modifications, particularly for the two year olds, allowing for
developmental differences even within the early childhood age range. For example, each lesson
has this caveat: for the two year olds, allow them the freedom to explore at their own pace. This
is followed by examples of how to accomplish that for each lesson (see Appendix H for an
example of a lesson). Wonder Bugs incorporates positive, playful experiences without a lot of
focus on facts. In terms of learning centers, the program took on an overall comprehensive goal
of providing all the important early childhood center aspects for the entire year instead of for
each day; this is due to space and time constraints within the facilities and scheduling at ALNC.
Snack, stories, an outdoor component, and singing became integral, daily components in the
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development of the program. Other learning center elements that are included throughout the
program but not necessarily in each session are finger plays/movement, and craft. The limitation
of this is that the overall experience of many learning centers is diminished if a child/adult pair
does not attend all of the lessons.
Program Session Follow-up
Take-home sheets were developed for the spring sessions as a way to keep the
interactions between parent and child extending beyond the nature center. This practice,
however, was not continued into the summer/fall/winter due to time constraints and the chaotic
construction scene at ALNC over the summer. In early 2011, the researcher began to guest-post
on the nature center‟s blog site (www.alnc.blogspot.com). The researcher would compose brief
descriptions in Word documents of pre- and post-activities for that week‟s topic, share Wonder
Bugs happenings, and also requested snack recipes, book suggestions and song lyrics. The
researcher would then share the document with the development/communications coordinator,
Alanna Medaris, who edited and posted the contents, including pictures. The first posting was
February 9, 2011.

Subproblem Three: To determine what early childhood EE program aspects are going to
be evaluated and design evaluation tools.
The researcher consulted with Dr. Dennis Yockers, the researcher‟s advisor at the
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, and ALNC director, Virginia Wiggen, in November
2009 and again in February 2010. The researcher reviewed the evaluation information gathered
from other nature center preschool programs in subproblem two, including example evaluation
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tools, and determined that the evaluation tools should remain simple and be done in person as
much as possible.
The researcher determined that the study was quasi-experimental and post-tests would be
the only type of test or survey completed for the study; randomness and pre-tests were not
possible or practical. Three simple post-test style surveys were created that consist of yes/no
questions, checklist questions, Likert-type scales, and open ended questions (see Appendix I for
surveys). The surveys had basically the same design and question-type but with different overall
questions. The session surveys focused on session quality and design while the midway and
final surveys focused on the parents‟ perceived sense of wonder in their children.
In February 2010 the researcher asked a small group of people consisting of naturalists
and parents to critique the surveys using a survey review questionnaire (see Appendix J). This
was done again in September 2010 for the midway survey, and February 2011 for the final
survey because of the poor response at the initial request in February 2010. The researcher made
appropriate changes to the surveys based on the responses on the questionnaires. For example, a
question on important program components was added to the final survey based on a reviewer‟s
comments that this would be interesting and important information to have.
Approval from the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point IRB was received on March 1,
2010 prior to the first Wonder Bugs session.
Session Survey
The surveys were designed to be distributed at the end of every session and consisted of
six questions that focused on the quality of the session. One question looked at the
appropriateness of the activities, another question considered the session length, and a third
question asked the parents if they would recommend the program. There were also questions that
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asked what future topics they would like to see and what they liked best or least about the day.
Refer to Appendix I for the Session Survey.
Midway Survey
The midway survey had four questions and was designed to focus on families who
attended multiple sessions. One question was designed to address the parents‟ perceived change
in their children‟s sense of wonder. The other questions focused on attendance and included
reasons for attending multiple sessions, reasons for not attending, and possible choices for
encouraging families to attend more sessions. Refer to Appendix I for the Midway Survey.
Final Survey
The final survey had six questions that included the same four questions as the midway
survey but also had an additional question prompting parents to offer suggestions for
improvement. The other additional question asked parents to rank the Wonder Bugs components
that they found most important. Refer to Appendix I for the Final Survey.

Subproblem Four: To implement the early childhood environmental education program.
The year-long Wonder Bugs Preschool Program was taught from March 2010-February
2011 following the created schedule and lesson plans (see Appendix K for the list of dates and
topics with brief descriptions). The seventeen school-year lessons (six spring, seven fall, and
four winter) were offered and taught two times per week on Tuesday or Wednesday. The thirteen
summer lessons were taught once per week on alternating Tuesdays or Wednesdays. There were
a grand total of forty-seven possible teaching times (17 school-year lessons times two sessions
each plus 13 summer sessions). The researcher taught forty-one of those sessions (87.2%); the
researcher‟s daughter attended the Wonder Bugs programs with the researcher from March 2010
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through early September 2011. The researcher was unable to teach the June 23rd (Fun in the Sun)
session, the June 29th (One Fish, Two Fish) session, and the August 4th (Furry Friends) session
due to attending classes on UWSP campus. The researcher was unable to teach October 12th
(Digging Up Fun) and January 11th and 12th (Do You Snow Aldo?) due to illness.
In late fall 2010, a second naturalist was asked to be the regular Wonder Bugs assistant.
This naturalist taught both the January 11th and January 12th sessions when the researcher was
absent as well as any large sessions that spring. Verbal parent comments were that they liked this
naturalist. The researcher believes that this is because the naturalist has early childhood and
teaching experience as well as a deep understanding of ALNC resources and teaching strategies.
More importantly, the consistency of her presence at Wonder Bugs allowed the families and
children to build a relationship with her as well.
Group size at each session followed ALNC rules for their programs: classes with ten or
more registrants would be staffed with two naturalists; sessions with fewer than six registrants
could be cancelled in order to avoid a loss of money; sessions were capped at twenty adult/child
pairs. The researcher was scheduled to teach all of the programs except in the case of illness or
vacation, and since the researcher was volunteering, the initial spring classes that had fewer than
six registrants were not cancelled. (The very first Wonder Bugs class on Tuesday March 2nd was
cancelled due to a zero enrollment; the researcher believes this was due to the rushed
advertising.) The program coordinator, Lauren Brathol and then Julie Erdman, assigned
naturalists for classes with ten or more registrants and in the event of researcher/naturalist
absences. During spring session the average attendance per session was five children. For
summer, even though the age range was reduced, there were increased numbers (average of
sixteen per summer session) which could be because ALNC has a tradition of providing summer
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programs for children as young as two years old. Problems arose with the increased numbers and
several comments were made regarding crowding and noise levels. For the fall the average
number of children per session was twelve; the average number per winter session was ten. Refer
to Appendix L for a table of dates and corresponding attendance.
Each lesson required days of preparation in which the researcher made lists of needed
materials, gathered supplies, created materials and prepared snack. Set-up for each lesson began
at least one hour before the start time of 9:30 am. Clean-up involved putting supplies away,
organizing for the following day (if necessary), and doing dishes; it usually lasted about one
hour.
The following is a verbal example of the lesson Whoo? Whoo? It‟s You! (refer to
Appendix H). The general format is the same for the other lessons. The room was darkened by
covering the windows with black fabric to make it seem like nighttime, and as participants
arrived a second naturalist welcomed them and showed them owl mounts. Once it was time to
begin, the researcher came in wearing an owl mask and carrying the guitar; the Wonder Bugs
song was sung. Then a puppet show was used to introduce the topic of owls. This was followed
by an owl hike. Students found fake owl pellets that were placed at the base of some tall trees,
and some owl calls were played on the Identiflyer. Back inside the students were served a snack
of homemade mini-breads decorated to look like mice as well as edible fake owl pellets. GoodNight Owl! by Pat Hutchins was read while the students snacked. After snack there were a
variety of activities that the students could choose to participate in at their leisure until the end of
class. For example, there were fake owl pellets to dissect or fake talons to wear and puppets to
catch. To wrap things up, an owl song was sung and everyone said goodbye.
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Subproblem Five: To evaluate the early childhood EE program.
One-hundred and fifty-three families attended at least one session from spring to winter;
one-hundred and forty-one families signed consent forms and agreed to participate in the
research study. See Appendix M for the informed consent form. Consent forms that were not
signed by certain families could have been due to the result of researcher error or because the
families chose not to participate in the survey. The consent forms were signed in the presence of
a nature center staff member, usually the program coordinator. Some consent forms were also
unidentifiable. The researcher asked the program coordinator to legibly write the family name
on the consent form so it could be recorded later. The researcher also had to eliminate some
families even if they filled out surveys because it was not the parents who brought the children;
these surveys were discarded. The final total for participants in the year-long study was onehundred and thirty-seven. (Three of those families had different parental figures for their
attendance, but in every case the parent who attended more frequently filled out the surveys.)
Session Survey
At the beginning of the program, the researcher printed out surveys that did not have a
space for parents to record their names. The surveys were being returned without identifying
information rendering them useless for analyzing the long-term sense of wonder aspect of the
study. In the spring sessions due to smaller class sizes, the researcher was able to identify some
families based on handwriting comparisons and the order in which surveys were returned. In late
spring the researcher began asking the participants to include their names on the surveys; surveys
were still being returned unlabeled. July 21st was the first session to have surveys printed with a
space for parents to record their names. Even with a space for the name and verbal directions to
write their names, surveys were returned unlabeled or were illegible. A total of 86 surveys out of
290 (29.7%) were returned unidentifiable: 70 surveys without a name space and 16 surveys with
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a name space. The researcher believes that the name space encouraged parents to return the
surveys labeled, but the system still had flaws. Surveys without names could still be used to
determine the effectiveness of other aspects of the program.
The researcher was unable to teach the June 23rd (Fun in the Sun) session, the June 29th
(One Fish, Two Fish) session, and the August 4th (Furry Friends) session due to attending classes
on UWSP campus. The researcher was unable to teach October 12th (Digging Up Fun) and
January 11th and 12th (Do You Snow Aldo?) due to illness. Surveys and consent forms were left
with the program coordinator and naturalists assigned to teach. Furry Friends was the only day
when the naturalists forgot to hand them out, but there were particularly low response rates for
October 12th and January 11th. The researcher neglected to distribute session surveys on July 13th
(Tune into Nature), October 26th (Going Batty), and November 9th (Hibernation Station).
Hibernation station on November 10th had a very low response rate since the session ran late and
therefore many parents had left before the surveys were distributed. Refer to Appendix L for the
list of dates, attendance and survey response rates.
After each session was completed, the researcher labeled each returned survey with the
date. On the computer, any new family was issued an alphabetical code and attendance and
survey response was entered into a spreadsheet. Identifiable surveys were also labeled with the
family code.
As described above, survey response was inconsistent; some adults did not fill out
surveys even when reminded at the end of a session. There were a total of 294 completed and
returned session surveys, which does not reflect the total possible number of surveys. Three
surveys were filled out on blank paper and so the specific survey questions were not answered.
For example, one survey for June 9th (Cocoon in June) had “loved this, very fun” scrawled on it
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but all the questions were left blank. For the extent of considering specific information from the
session surveys, these 4 were removed from the grand total, bringing the working total to 290.
Question 1: “What did you and your child like best about today?” and Question 2:
“What did you and your child like least about today?” were considered in order to make any
changes to individual lesson plans; activities will be adjusted depending on responses if
necessary. Most often, the responses were completely different from survey to survey, especially
for question 2: “what did you and your child like least about today.” The researcher believes that
personal preference was the main reason for not liking an activity because the responses were
very specific for each session. The researcher will use the feedback in the future to modify
particular activities as necessary.
Question 3: “How appropriate were the activities for your child? (Check the one
that is most applicable.)” The choices were “not appropriate,” “somewhat appropriate,”
“mostly appropriate,” and “appropriate.” This question relates to the review of the literature that
lessons at this age level must be age-appropriate. A total of 277 out of 290 (95.5%) were either
marked “mostly appropriate” or “appropriate.” These results suggest to the researcher that the
thirty total lessons as a whole were age-appropriate. Only 12 out of 290 (4.1%) were marked
“somewhat appropriate.” Two of these were from June 23 (Fun in the Sun), three were from
June 29 (One Fish, Two Fish), and two were from October 27 (Going Batty). Some individual
lessons may need to be revised in the future and a review of these data will occur before these
lessons are taught again. (The researcher did not teach the summer sessions mentioned above so
it will be more difficult to assess the results for those sessions.)
Question 4: “The duration of the session was ____: too short, just right or too long.
Check one.” This question was used to determine if the session length (1 hour & 15 minutes)
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was satisfactory. The response “just right” was marked 266 out of 290 times (91.7%). Only a
very small percentage said they were too long. Some individual sessions might have to be
revised and they will be adjusted once the specific sessions are repeated in the future. Overall,
the results suggest that the session length of 1 hour and 15 minutes was satisfactory.
Question 5: “What topic would you and your child like to see at future Wonder
Bugs sessions?” Some of the suggested topics were used to create new lessons later in the year.
Other suggested topics will be discussed by the staff and used to create new lessons in the future
as appropriate.
Question 6: “Would you recommend Wonder Bugs to a friend or family member?
Why or why not?” This question was used to determine the overall success of the program. The
researcher assumed that if the attending adults‟ perception of the session was overall very good,
they would recommend Wonder Bugs to a friend or family member. The results are the same for
families and for the group of surveys as a whole. Two-hundred and sixty-four (264) out of 271
surveys (97.4%) that were completed for question 6 had affirmative responses; they would
recommend Wonder Bugs to a friend or family member. Sixty-six (66) out of 68 (97%) families
who responded said that they would recommend Wonder Bugs to a friend or family member.
Some families filled out more than one survey (because they attended more than one session).
Only one of the families responded “probably” to one session out of six. Since this is a small
percentage (less than 20%) the family was included in those that would recommend the program.
Furthermore, the responses to why they would recommend it were positive. Some of the trends
in the comments included that the activities were fun, that it was educational, and that it was
great to be outdoors. Therefore, the results suggest that the Wonder Bugs sessions were
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successful, important, and enjoyed by the families in high enough regard to recommend the
program.
Midway Survey
The midway point in the program was August 27, 2010, which marked the end of the
summer at ALNC. Midway surveys went out to a total of 88 families who had attended at least
one of the 19 total sessions during the spring and summer seasons. The following number of
families filled out and returned midway surveys: 17 or 19.3%.
The midway survey was distributed to every family (parent participants only) that had
signed a consent form and attended at least one Wonder Bugs session in spring or summer
sessions. The researcher provided ALNC program coordinator, Julie Erdmann with the list of
families who signed the consent forms for spring and summer. Those with email accounts
received the survey via email from the program coordinator on November 5, 2010; those without
emails (less than ten) received a letter in the mail from the ALNC program coordinator. Those
who attended fall sessions and had not responded via email were asked to complete the midway
survey in person as well as the related session survey. A follow-up email was sent by the
program coordinator on December 30th, 2010; the response rate was very low up until the
reminder email was sent. Overall the researcher believes that one reason for the average response
rate was the extended length of time it took to send out the initial Midway survey email.
Questions 1, 2, and 3 are particularly important for the nature center. The responses
could help to encourage regular attendance. They also provide merit for the program. The
researcher pulled out the most pertinent results relating to the overall successfulness of the
program.
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Question 1; “Rank your top three (1-3) reasons for attending multiple Wonder Bugs
sessions. (1 means the number one reason.)” The choice with the most number ones was
“experiencing nature.” When considering the number of times a choice was marked, 1, 2, 3, or
with a check mark, “experiencing nature” was still the highest with 14 out of 17 (82.4%) marks
for that choice. The next highest choice was “child‟s interest” with 12 out of 17 marks (70.6%).
The researcher believes this is important because it suggests that nature and the child are the top
reasons for attending multiple sessions and both of those responses fit with the objectives of the
program.
Question 3: “What would encourage you to attend more Wonder Bugs Sessions?”
“More date options” was the top choice for this question with 6 out of 14 responses or 43%.
Close to half of the people who responded indicated that more date options may help to
encourage them to attend more, but the other factors were not significant.
Question 4: “Have you seen an increased sense of wonder or curiosity in your child
towards the natural world since attending Wonder Bugs sessions? If so, please explain.”
This is the most important question on this survey in terms of the researcher‟s study. Based on
the written comments the researcher believes that the question itself is vague and that parents
may not understand the definition of “sense of wonder.” Therefore, the researcher grouped the
responses according to any positive changes, including “yes”, noted in the responses. The
researcher divided the families into groups according to the number of sessions attended during
the spring and summer and then looked at the responses that indicated yes or a positive change.
Table 4.1 indicates the number of surveys returned within each group as well as the number of
responses to question four that indicated a positive change.
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Table 4.1- Results of Midway Survey: Question 4
Number of Spring and Summer

Number of

Number of Responses to

Sessions Attended

Returned

Question 4 Indicating a

Surveys (%)

Positive Change

1-3 sessions

10 (13.5%)

6

4-6 sessions

4 (40%)

4

7-9 sessions

2 (66.7%)

2

10 + sessions

1 (100%)

1

TOTAL

17 (19.3%)

13

Thirteen out of fourteen people or 92.9% of people who responded to the question felt they
noticed a positive change. The researcher believes that the written responses reflect the overall
objectives of the program that include to foster (not necessarily increase) a child‟s sense of
wonder even if they do not explicitly state “yes, I have seen an increased sense of wonder.”
Here is one example of a quote from the surveys: “[She] has always had a huge
imagination and is always curious about everything and wants to know how things work and
why. I do believe that this class has given [her] another opportunity to enjoy nature and learn
things through another venue.” Refer to Appendix N for more quotes indicating a positive
change. Three surveys were blank for question four and only one respondent indicated “no;”
These blank and “no” responses are from families who attended only 1-3 sessions. The
researcher believes this is important because it suggests that it is difficult to notice an increased
sense of wonder or any positive change after attending a few sessions or less. The results also
suggest that attending multiple sessions of Wonder Bugs fosters a sense of wonder in the
participants even if an increase in their sense of wonder cannot be measured.
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Final Survey
The final survey was distributed via email, regular mail, and/or in person. Final surveys
were emailed by the ALNC program coordinator on March 29th, 2011. A small number of
families without email addressed received a survey in the mail. A reminder email about one
month later was sent on May 3rd, 2011. Final surveys were also handed-out to appropriate
families during spring 2011 sessions if they had not responded via email. A total of 27 families
out of 137 returned surveys; that is a response rate of 19.7%.
Question 1: “Rank your top three (1-3) reasons for attending multiple Wonder Bugs
sessions. (1 means the number one reason.)” The choice with the most number ones was
“experiencing nature;” 52 % of the families who responded marked “experiencing nature” as the
number one reason. The second highest choice was “child interest” with 38.5% of the families
who responded ranking it number one. When you look at each choice in terms of the number of
times it was marked 1, 2, or 3, the top choices are still “experiencing nature” with 24 marks
(92.3%) and “child interest” with 20 marks (80%). The researcher believes this is important
because it suggests that nature and the child are the top reasons for attending multiple sessions
and both of those responses fit with the objectives of the program.
Question 3: “Will you attend future Wonder Bugs programming (or other
programming) at Aldo Leopold Nature Center? (Check one.)” This question is of particular
importance to the researcher‟s study. Of the people who responded 85% of the surveys were
marked “definitely” and 15% were marked “probably.” The results suggest that the families find
value in the Wonder Bugs program.
Question 4: “Of the following Wonder Bugs components, which ones are you most
impressed with (or which are most important to you)? Rank your top three choices with 1
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being the most impressive (important).” According to the responses, “teachers” are absolutely
critical and the most important, followed by “hikes.” “Teachers” was marked with 1, 2, or 3 by
88.9% of people who responded; “teachers” also had the most number of number one responses
(63%). “Hikes” was ranked 1, 2, or 3 by 74.1% of people who responded. When either
answering 1, 2, or 3 the next most important component was “crafts.” The results suggest that
having skilled and comfortable teachers and time outdoors are critical for the success of the
program. Having hands-on crafts should also remain as a critical component of the program.
Question 5: “What suggestions do you have to improve Wonder Bugs?” had only a
small number of responses that covered a variety of areas. Smaller class sizes were one
suggestion mentioned here. This suggestion along with the others will be discussed with the
ALNC director and adjustments will be made as appropriate.
Question 6: “Have you seen an increased sense of wonder in your child towards the
natural world since attending Wonder Bugs sessions. If so, please explain.” is the most
important question for this study. Based on the written comments the researcher believes that the
question itself is vague and that parents may not understand the definition of “sense of wonder.”
Therefore, the researcher interpreted the responses for positive changes, including “yes”, noted
in the comments. The researcher believes that the written responses reflect the overall objectives
of the program that include to foster (not necessarily increase) a child‟s sense of wonder even if
the responses do not explicitly state “yes, I have seen an increased sense of wonder.”
The researcher divided the families into groups according to the number of sessions
attended during the spring and summer and then interpreted the responses. In a few instances
question six was left blank so the total number of responses for question six (23) differs from the
total number of final surveys returned (27). Table 4.2 indicates the number of surveys returned
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(that had question six completed) within each group as well as the number of responses to
question six that indicated a positive change. A positive change was indicated by 95.7% of the
families (22 out of 23) who responded to the question. One example of a comment indicating a
positive change is as follows: “She has always loved nature but now I find that she does things
that the class teaches, such as look under logs for worms. I feel that the class helps with giving
her more options which helps her explore nature.” Refer to Appendix N for more examples of
responses indicating a positive change.
Table 4.2- Results of Final Survey: Question 6
Number of Sessions

Number of Surveys

Number of Responses to

Attended

Returned

Question 6 Indicating a
Positive Change

Only 1 session

4

3 (75%)

2-5 sessions

12

12 (100%)

6-9 sessions

3

3 (100%)

10-14 sessions

2

2 (100%)

15 or more sessions

2

2 (100%)

TOTAL

23

22 (95.7%)

One negative response “not really” came from a family who attended only one summer session.
Overall however, the results suggest that attendance at even one or two Wonder Bugs sessions
helps to foster a sense of wonder that might already be present and after attending multiple
sessions the effect on a child‟s sense of wonder is nothing but positive.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The year-long study (design, implementation and evaluation of a year-long
environmental education preschool program for children ages 2-5 and their parents at ALNC)
was successful. According to the results the following can be stated with confidence: session
length was acceptable, the activities were appropriate, and sessions were highly regarded,
enjoyed, and valuable as suggested by the high recommendation rate. According to the survey
responses, 97% of the families indicate they would recommend the program to a friend or family
member. Any dislikes were different per person per session and were very personal. Families
attended Wonder Bugs because they could experience nature and because of their child‟s
interest; both the Midway and Final surveys exhibit this same result. These responses fit with the
program objectives. In general, there were more non-positive or negative responses to the
summer programs that included comments about the construction, the noise level, the chaotic
atmosphere, and the crowded conditions. Although some of it was out of the researcher‟s or
ALNC‟s control, the smaller class sizes were noted and will be controlled for future Wonder
Bugs sessions, particularly over the summer.
It is important for children to spend time outdoors as the review of the literature reveals.
Young preschool-aged children especially need frequent, positive experiences outside, which is
why Wonder Bugs was designed to incorporate the natural world in every lesson. The results
suggest that being outdoors is also very important to the families who attended Wonder Bugs.
“Hikes” was the second highest choice when asked on the final survey which components they
were most impressed with (or find the most important).
The teacher is pivotal to the experience. The researcher noticed this based on anecdotal
comments from parents who would say “we missed you” or “it‟s not the same without you.” The
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results indicate this trend: survey responses were not as positive on the summer days when the
researcher was not there or when another naturalist taught a group. In addition, once a second
naturalist with early childhood experience began teaching regularly, the positive comments also
included that naturalist as well. Finally, “teachers” was the number one response when families
were asked on the final survey which components they were most impressed with (or find the
most important).
Recommendations
Research Recommendations
The Midway and Final surveys should be modified to eliminate or reword Question 2: “If
you have not attended all of the Wonder Bugs session, what is the main reason for not attending?
(Check one.)”
An incentive should be provided for returning surveys, and surveys should be distributed
in a timelier manner.
The researcher feels that more data are necessary to best understand the reasons for
attending multiple sessions and the effects that it has on a child‟s sense of wonder; the researcher
recommends creating a focus group of families that attended multiple sessions. ALNC could
provide child care so that the parents could focus and think clearly. The group should be asked to
explain what sorts of behavior their child displayed before coming to Wonder Bugs and what
behaviors they have noticed since attending. In specific, the group should comment on particular
examples of how they have seen an increase or change in their children‟s‟ sense of wonder. This
group could also provide feedback on how to encourage attendance or how to improve the
program. Finally the group could be used to pilot test activities. If the group could not be
assembled, phone interviews would be a good way to gather this information as well.
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Recommendations for ALNC
Wonder Bugs should definitely be continued. However the researcher has some
recommendations and suggestions for how to do this.
The researcher recommends providing training for naturalists who do not have early
childhood experience. Based on the researcher‟s experience, the results of the data, and a review
of the literature, teachers are crucial to the success of early childhood programs. Furthermore,
consistency in scheduling naturalists should be a goal. It is important for children to have the
same routine each time and the opportunity to build a relationship with the teacher.
The researcher recommends providing more date options. This might encourage families
to attend more Wonder Bugs sessions as is suggested by the results on Midway survey Question
3: “What would encourage you to attend more Wonder Bugs sessions? (Check all that apply.)”.
“More date options” was marked by 42.9% of the people who responded. One comment was
this: “Offer on weekends-both parents now working full-time.” The researcher feels that
although this comment is unique there is merit to it. Offering Wonder Bugs on the weekend
would provide working families an opportunity to explore nature together at the nature center in
a guided capacity while also providing more date options. Furthermore, it would help to fill a
need; there is a dearth of regular family activities of this type on the weekends.
The researcher recommends investigating the ALNC sibling policy, especially for
families that have babies in addition to preschoolers. Having another younger child in the family
who cannot attend was mentioned three times in the Midway and Final surveys as reasons for not
attending Wonder Bugs. The researcher believes that it is unreasonable to think that parents with
children older or especially younger than 2-5 years old would be that much more of a distraction
than the families who have two or three children within the 2-5 year old age bracket.
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The researcher recommends dividing the age range to be consistent throughout the entire
year (2-3 year olds grouped in one Wonder Bugs session and 4-5 year olds grouped in another)
or by providing enough staff to divide the groups into smaller groups within the main group
during the school year. While implementing the school-year lessons, the researcher noticed that
it may have been a good idea to separate the 2-3 year olds from the rest of the older children in
order to allow them more flexibility in exploring the topics. A couple of parents mentioned this
idea as well on the session surveys.
The researcher also recommends expanding the program to include a wider variety of
families from lower-income brackets and urban areas. The program should also be enhanced to
address cultural aspects and therefore addressing one of the NAAEE program guidelines.
Finally, the researcher recommends promoting programs in retail stores that focus on
babies, young children, and families.
Recommendations for Starting Similar Early Childhood EE Programs
The researcher recommends starting with a smaller number of topic and date offerings
and building from there. When determining the number of participants per class, smaller class
sizes are better; around ten pairs of children and adults is good. Avoid noisy, crowded
conditions; scheduling the child/parent preschool time on slow days is the best bet. Also, ideally,
larger spaces for programming would be better. Make on-the-spot changes to the program if
there are too many mosquitoes or sweaty conditions; the parents will complain more than the
kids. Make sure that the teachers are well-versed in early childhood practices and methods and
keep teachers consistent for date/time offerings when determining the schedule.
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Announcing the NEW Wonder Bugs
Pre-School Program at the
Aldo Leopold Nature Center!

Spring Class Sessions
Fine Feathered Friends
Tuesday, March 2 OR
Wednesday, March 3

WHO: children ages 2-5 and
accompanying adult

Spring Into Nature
Tuesday, March 16 OR Wednesday, March 17

WHAT: a program that
explores seasonal topics
through hikes,
outdoor exploration,
music, puppetry, songs, stories and
more!

One, Two, Colors For You
Tuesday, April 13 OR Wednesday, April14, 2010
Twinkle, Twinkle Little Earth
Tuesday, April 27 OR
Wednesday, April 28, 2010
Squirmy Wormies
Tuesday, May 11 OR Wednesday,
May 12, 2010

WHEN: 9:30-10:45 am every Tuesday
or Wednesday twice a month from
March-May and September-February
and alternating Tuesdays and
Wednesdays from June-August.

Here Chick, Chick, Chick
Tuesday, May 18 OR Wednesday, May 19, 2010
*Please register early pre-registration is
required and space is
limited. To register,
please visit our website
www.naturenet.com
or call 221-0404 x1.

WHERE: The Aldo Leopold
Nature Center 300 Femrite
Drive, Monona, WI 53716
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Phone Interview Questions
(used when contacting similar programs at other nature centers)
How did this schedule come to be?
Do all the sessions fill up?
Are they any cancelled days regularly?
Is 1.5 hours too long?
Why do you include a Saturday option?
Does summer have a different schedule?
What marketing strategies are employed?
How is evaluation handled?
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Wonder Bugs Song
Copyright 2010 by Miss Tara Von Dollen
(adapted from Dollar, Dollar by R.A.B.)

C

Wonder, Wonder, Why? We wonder.
D

F

D

F

Let’s learn and play and sing our name.
C

E

Dm

G7

Wonder bugs! Wonder Bugs!
C

G

C

F

C

Love the land and nature. Wonder Bugs!
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Wonder Bugs Resources
Backyard Scientist: Exploring Earthworms with Me by Jane Hoffman
Busy Bees: Fun for Two’s and Three’s- Fall by Elizabeth McKinnon and Gayle Bittinger
Busy Bees: Fun for Two’s and Three’s- Spring by Elizabeth McKinnon and Gayle Bittinger
Busy Bees: Fun for Two’s and Three’s- Summer by Elizabeth McKinnon and Gayle Bittinger
Busy Bees: Fun for Two’s and Three’s- Winter by Elizabeth McKinnon and Gayle Bittinger
Child’s Play in Nature by Leslie Hamilton
Early Childhood Activity Guide by WI Project Learning Tree
Environmental Experiences for Early Childhood by Project Learning Tree
Flying WILD: an Educator’s Guide to Celebrating Birds sponsored by Council for Environmental
Education
Fostering a Sense of Wonder During the Early Childhood Years by Ruth A. Wilson
Games to Sing and Play by Ralph Alan Dale
Growing Up WILD: Exploring Nature with Young Children (Project WILD) sponsored by
Council for Environmental Education
Hands-On Nature: Information and Activities for Exploring the Environment with Children edited
by Jenepher Lingelbach and Lisa Purcell
Hug a Tree: and Other Things to do Outdoors with Young Children by Robert E., Elizabeth A.
Sherwood, and Robert A. Williams
The Kids’ Nature Book by Susan Milord
Let Nature Be the Teacher: Seasonal Natural History Activities for Parents and Other
Educators to Share with Young Children by Lucille N. Gertz
Natural Wonders: a Guide to Early Childhood for Environmental Educators edited by
Marcie Oltman
Nature and Science by Joan Bielitz and Marilyn LaPenta
Nature for the Very Young: a Handbook of Indoor and Outdoor Activities by Marcia
Bowden
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Nature Time by Rainbow Pharaon
Nature with Children of All Ages by Edith A. Sisson
Project WILD: Aquatic (principal sponsors: Western Association of Fish and Wildlife
Agencies and the Western Regional Environmental Education Council)
The Toddler’s Busy Book by Trish Kuffner

Websites
“Bees and Ants” http://iitc.tamu.edu/1998and2000/lessons/bees.html
Danielle’s Place (cooking and crafts) http://www.daniellesplace.com/html/cooking.html
Everything Preschool http://www.everythingpreschool.com/index.shtml
Gayle’s Preschool Rainbow http://www.preschoolrainbow.org/
Hummingbird Educational Resources (caterpillars)
http://www.hummingbirded.com/caterpillars.html
Irish Songs Lyrics With Guitar Chords By Martin Dardis (Aldo’s Creatures)
http://www.martindardis.com/id125.html
KinderNature http://kindernature.storycounty.com/
Preschool Education (music) http://www.preschooleducation.com
Storytime Songs http://www.storytimesongs.com/guitar.html
“Theme of the Month: Bugs” http://ccb_newsletter.tripod.com/2004/may04.page2.htm
“Young and Young at Heart” (music) http://kids.niehs.nih.gov/musicchild.htm
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ALNC LESSON TEMPLATE
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ALNC LESSON PLAN TEMPLATE

Title:
Grade Level:
Duration:
Key Concepts:

Objectives:
Leopold Connection/Quotes: [Short paragraph establishing the connection between the topic of
the lesson and Leopold‟s life activities or writings.]
Vocabulary:

[Term 2]
[Term 3]
[Term 4]
[Term 5]

[Definition]
[Definition]
[Definition]
[Definition]

OVERVIEW:
Introduction: [Short paragraph introducing the topic of the lesson in age appropriate language
and giving a preview of what students will be doing as part of the program.]
Activity I: [Give “standardized” name and then list possible other names where appropriate]
Time: [Duration of the activity; can be a range]
Materials: [List of equipment needed for the activity]
[Detailed write-up of the activity: Include introduction to the activity (how to explain the activity
to students and put the activity in context to the program), description of the “action” in the
activity, sample questions to ask students (and the correct answers if appropriate), and how to
conclude the activity (give sample wrap-up or review questions and give a transitional statement
or paragraph to the next activity if appropriate)].
Activity II: [Same write-up as above]
Activity III: [Same write-up as above]
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ALNC LESSON PLAN TEMPLATE
Activity IV: [Same write-up as above]
Optional Activities: [Description of additional activities in the event of bad weather, or in case
a substitute activity is needed; use same write-up as in regular activities.]
Conclusion: [Short paragraph wrapping up the lesson and list of final review or sample
evaluation questions; this can also take the form of an activity if appropriate]
Academic Standards: [List numbers of standards met by the activities in the lesson]
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NORTH AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
GUIDELINES ADDRESSED BY WONDER BUGS
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NAAEE Early Childhood Environmental Education Programs: Guidelines for Excellence
Wonder Bugs
Program

Key Characteristic
#1: Program Philosophy, Purpose and Development
1.1 Focus on nature and the environment
1.2 Focus on education of young children
1.3 Articulate culturally appropriate goals, objectives, and practices
1.4 Environmental literacy: Board, Staff, and Providers
1.5 Health and safety
1.6 On-going evaluation and assessment
1.7 Building partnerships
1.8 Interpersonal and Intergenerational Relationships
#2: Developmentally Appropriate Practices
2.1 Based on research and theory
2.2 Authentic experiences
2.3 Child directed and inquiry based
2.4 Planned with the whole child in mind
#3: Fostering Play and Exploration
3.1 Use of the natural world and natural materials
3.2 Play and the role of adults
#4: Curriculum Framework for Environmental Learning
4.1 Curriculum fosters social and emotional growth
4.2 Curriculum encourages curiosity and questioning
4.3 Curriculum supports development of environmental understandings
4.4 Curriculum promotes skills for understanding the environment
4.5 Curriculum encourages a personal sense of responsibility and caring
4.6 Curriculum supports physical health and development
# 5: Places and Spaces
5.1 Spaces and places enhance development
5.2 Places and spaces incorporate natural components
5.3 Outdoor space is inviting and comfortable for both children and
adults
5.4 Maintenance and usability
5.5 Health, safety and risk addressed
5.6 Environmental sustainability
# 6: Educator Preparation
6.1 Foundations of early childhood environmental education
6.2 Professional responsibilities of the educator
6.3 Environmental literacy
6.4 Planning and implementing environmental education
6.5 Fostering learning
6.6 Assessment and evaluation
**Only missing component in Wonder Bugs
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X
X
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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X
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APPENDIX G
WISCONSIN MODEL EARLY LEARNING STANDARDS ADDRESSED BY
SAMPLE WONDER BUGS LESSONS
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

C. Sensory Organization

List of activities for four
lessons, one from each season
What are Rainbows?*
Playing with the Colors*
Rainbow Race*
Colorful Outside*
What Are Spiders?**
Spider Songs**
Insect Catching Game**
Spider Hunt**
Leaf Matching Adventure#
Be a Tree#
Leaf Art#
Sing With Leaf Shapes#
Owl Puppet Show^
Owl Hike^
Owl Stations^ (food chains,
talons, books, day/night
animals)

B. Motor Development

I. Health and Physical
Development

A. Physical Health and Development (particularly at
snack time but all activities emphasize safety)

Wisconsin Model Early
Learning Standards

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

*One, Two Colors For You; **Itsy Bitsy Spider; #Leafin‟ Safari; ^Whoo? Whoo? It‟s You
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Wisconsin Model Early
Learning Standards

B. Self-Concept

C. Social Competence

List of activities for four
lessons, one from each season
What are Rainbows?*
Playing with the Colors*
Rainbow Race*
Colorful Outside*
What Are Spiders?**
Spider Songs**
Insect Catching Game**
Spider Hunt**
Leaf Matching Adventure#
Be a Tree#
Leaf Art#
Sing With Leaf Shapes#
Owl Puppet Show^
Owl Hike^
Owl Stations^ (food chains,
talons, books, day/night
animals)

A. Emotional Development

II. Social and Emotional
Development

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

*One, Two Colors For You; **Itsy Bitsy Spider; #Leafin‟ Safari; ^Whoo? Whoo? It‟s You!
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C. Early Literacy (especially snack time when books
are read)

Wisconsin Model Early
Learning Standards

B. Speaking and Communicating

List of activities for four
lessons, one from each season
What are Rainbows?*
Playing with the Colors*
Rainbow Race*
Colorful Outside*
What Are Spiders?**
Spider Songs**
Insect Catching Game**
Spider Hunt**
Leaf Matching Adventure#
Be a Tree#
Leaf Art#
Sing With Leaf Shapes#
Owl Puppet Show^
Owl Hike^
Owl Stations^ (food chains,
talons, books, day/night
animals)

A. Listening and Understanding

III. Language Development
and Communication

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

*One, Two Colors For You; **Itsy Bitsy Spider; #Leafin‟ Safari; ^Whoo? Whoo? It‟s You!
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

C. Diversity in Learning

List of activities for four
lessons, one from each season
What are Rainbows?*
Playing with the Colors*
Rainbow Race*
Colorful Outside*
What Are Spiders?**
Spider Songs**
Insect Catching Game**
Spider Hunt**
Leaf Matching Adventure#
Be a Tree#
Leaf Art#
Sing With Leaf Shapes#
Owl Puppet Show^
Owl Hike^
Owl Stations^ (food chains,
talons, books, day/night
animals)

B. Creativity and Imagination

IV. Approaches to Learning

A. Curiosity, Engagement and Persistence

Wisconsin Model Early
Learning Standards

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

*One, Two Colors For You; **Itsy Bitsy Spider; #Leafin‟ Safari; ^Whoo? Whoo? It‟s You!
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

C. Scientific Thinking

List of activities for four
lessons, one from each season
What are Rainbows?*
Playing with the Colors*
Rainbow Race*
Colorful Outside*
What Are Spiders?**
Spider Songs**
Insect Catching Game**
Spider Hunt**
Leaf Matching Adventure#
Be a Tree#
Leaf Art#
Sing With Leaf Shapes#
Owl Puppet Show^
Owl Hike^
Owl Stations^ (food chains,
talons, books, day/night
animals)

B. Mathematical Thinking

V. Cognition and General
Knowledge

A. Exploration, Discovery, and Problem Solving

Wisconsin Model Early
Learning Standards

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

*One, Two Colors For You; **Itsy Bitsy Spider; #Leafin‟ Safari; ^Whoo? Whoo? It‟s You!
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Whoo? Whoo? It’s You!

Title: Whoo, Whoo, It’s You!
Grade Level: pre-K (2-5 years)
Duration: 1 hour & 15 minutes
Key Concepts:
 Owls cough up owl pellets that have undigested fur and bones in them.
 You can guess what an owl ate by looking at the owl pellets.
 Owls come out at night. (They are nocturnal.)
 Owls have certain adaptations that allow them to hunt at night (fluffy feathers for
flying quietly, large eyes, ears at two heights).
Objectives:
 to provide an opportunity for parents to interact with their toddler/preschooler in a
natural setting
 to foster a sense of wonder for the natural world
 to foster admiration and respect for the land
Leopold Connection/Quotes: “This much at least is sure: my earliest impressions of
wildlife and its pursuit retain a vivid sharpness of form, color, and atmosphere that half a
century of professional wildlife experience has failed to obliterate or to improve upon.”
OVERVIEW:
Activity I: 15 minutes (puppet show)
Activity II: 15-20 minutes (hike)
Snack: 15 minutes
Activity III: remaining time (stations)
Introduction: Be sure to wear the owl mask and welcome everyone to Wonder Bugs,
saying each student’s name after saying “Whoo do we have here?” For the two year
olds, allow them the freedom to explore at their own pace. Answers and facts are not
as important as the process with the youngest wonder bugs.
Activity I: Owl Intro (owl puppet show)
Time: 10-15 minutes
Materials: words to puppet show (copied from Hands-On Nature), owl puppet, blue jay
puppet, dark fabric to hang in windows, light to shine on the stage
After doing the puppet show, talk about the features of an owl that make it able to
hunt at night. 1) Because owls primarily hunt by the light of moon and stars, their large
eyes help them to take in more light and see in the dark. Show children a tennis ball and
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hold it near the eye of one of the children. If an owl was the size of a young child, its
eyes would be as large as the tennis ball. Next, have the children look up to the ceiling,
down to the floor, and from side-to-side by rolling their eyes instead of moving their
heads. Owls are incapable of moving their eyes the way the children just did because
their eyes are tube-shaped instead of ball-shaped. You can roll a piece of play clay or
modeling clay into a short tube to show children the shape. Because they can’t move
their eyes, owls have fourteen vertebrae in their neck so they can turn their head 270
degrees. 2) Most owls have small slits for ears. Unlike balanced human ears, one owl
ear is higher on the head than the other. This allows the owl to hear what is above it as
well as what is below it. Some owls can hear a mouse’s squeak a half mile away!
Have the children sit in a circle and close their eyes. The instructor walks around
the group, clapping her hands either over the heads of the children or near the floor.
The children point toward the sound, testing their owl hearing. (see below for credit
information*)

Activity II: Owl Hike
Time: 15-20 minutes
Materials: Identiflyer and other owl sound makers, hide owl pictures in tree branches
outside making sure to hang owls that are found in WI and that you have the calls for,
make an owl hunt scene in the snow if possible, and put extra owl pellets under trees,
too
While outside on the hike talk about the sounds that owl make- they don’t all just
who-who. As students find the owls, play the corresponding call and have the students
imitate the sound. Also have the students search for tracks in the snow of animals that
owls might eat and talk about the owl pellets. (Remind the students that the gizzards
may be strong, but feathers, fur and bones are still too tough to digest so the owls
cough them up.) Also talk about how quiet owls are when they fly because of their soft
feathers.
Snack: Before and After- Owl Meal
Time: 15 minutes
Materials: owl pellets (see recipe section), mouse mini-bread loaves (see recipe
section), fruit, water, cups, plates, napkins, pitcher of water, book to read
Make sure everyone washes their hands! Then first show the fruit and mousebread and explain that sometimes mice eat fruit. As owls they might eat mice. Read a
story. Then bring out the owl pellets and say that your gizzard was not able to digest all
the mouse parts and this is what was left. Mention that real owl pellets are not eaten.
Activity III: Owl Stations
Time: remaining time
Activity IIIa: owl pellets to dissect (naturalist here)
Activity IIIb: owl food chains
Activity IIIc: talons to wear to catch prey, mask to try on, wings to “wear” (naturalist
here)
Activity IIId: owl books
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Activity IIIe: animals to sort for day vs. night activity levels- need cheat sheet for the
parents
Have an area that has a large sun drawn on a piece of paper with maybe an
outdoor scene (or use the sun puppet) and also have a large piece of paper with a
moon, stars and dark background. Have animals for the students to place near the
scene to show whether they are active at day or at night. Use puppets! Bat, raccoon,
tree frog, owl, moth (nocturnal) and butterfly, robin, snake?, turtle (out at day)
Conclusion: Make sure that everyone has an owl mask to take home. Sing the Little
Hoot Owl and say goodbye to everyone. Thank everyone for coming.
The Wide Eyed Owl

Little Hoot Owl
Adapted by Miss Tara

There's a wide-eyed owl,
with a pointed nose,
with two pointed ears,
and claws for his toes.
He lives high in a tree.
When he looks at you
he flaps his wings,
and says, "Whoo, Whoo, Whoo."
Use actions on each line that is appropriate.

Five Little Owls

(Tune: "Six Little Ducks")

(C )Who flies around in the (G7)dark of night?
Who glides on wings(C ) o'er silent night?
Who eats his dinner (G7)by late moonlight?
(F)It's a little hoot owl with his (C )owl eyesight!
Chorus:
(F) Who-who, (G7)who,
(C) who-who, who
(F)It’s a little (G7) hoot owl
(C) with a who-who who.
Songs and rhymes from: http://www.preschooleducation.com/

Five little owls on a dark, dark
night.
Five little owls are quite a sight.
Five little owls. Are you keeping
score?
One flies away and that leaves
four.
Four little owls as happy as can be.
One flies away and that leaves
three.
Three little owls calling, "Who,
Who, Who!
One flies away and that leaves
two.
Two little owls having lots of fun.
One flies away and that leaves
one.
One little owl and we're almost
84

done!
He flies away and that leaves
none!

Academic Standards:
WMELS I: A, B, C; II: A, B, C; III: A, B, C; IV: A, B, C; V: A, B,C
NAAEE: all except 1.3 Articulate culturally appropriate goals, objectives, and practices

*Owl Lesson Plan with Preschool Activities
Jan 18, 2011 Susan Caplan from:
http://www.suite101.com/content/owl-lesson-plan-with-preschool-activitiesa334427#ixzz1Ecw0XZMV
Owl Eye Activities for Kids (described in Activity I)
Owl Ear Kids’ Games (described in Activity I)
Sit one child in the center of the circle. This child will be the owl. Tell the child that it is a
dark, cloudy night but she is hungry for mice. Blindfold the child. The teacher points to
one of the children sitting in the circle who will be the mouse. He will stand and walk
around the circle and then return to his spot. The owl points in the direction of the
mouse he believes was moving around. Repeat with a new owl and mouse.
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WONDER BUGS SURVEYS
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Wonder Bugs Session Survey
1. What did you and your child like best about today?

2. What did you and your child like least about today?

3. How appropriate were the activities for your child? (Check one that is most applicable.)
___ not appropriate ____somewhat appropriate ___mostly appropriate ____ appropriate
4. The duration of the session was _____. (Check one.)
___too short

____just right

____too long

5. What topic would you or your child like to see at future Wonder Bugs sessions?

6. Would you recommend Wonder Bugs to a friend or family member? Why or why not?

Wonder Bugs Midway Survey
1. Rank your top three (1-3) reasons for attending multiple Wonder Bugs sessions. (1 means the number
one reason.)
___ child’s interest

____ social aspects for you

___ it fills time

____ the cost

___ personal interest

____ social aspects for your child

___ experiencing nature

____ other: please explain______________________________

2. If you have not attended all of the Wonder Bugs sessions, what is the main reason for not attending?
(Check one.)
___ time conflict

___session was full

___ lack of interest in the topic

___ other; please explain _________________
________________________________________
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3. What would encourage you to attend more Wonder Bugs sessions? (Check all that apply.)
__ less cost

___ different topics

__ more date options

___other; please explain ________________________

__ different time offerings

_____________________________________________

4. Have you seen an increased sense of wonder in your child towards the natural world since attending
Wonder Bugs sessions? If so, please explain.

Wonder Bugs Final Survey
1. Rank your top three (1-3) reasons for attending multiple Wonder Bugs sessions. (1 means the number
one reason.)
___ child interest

___ experiencing nature

___ it fills time

___ social aspects for your child

___ personal interest

___ social aspects for you personally

___ the cost

___ other __________________________________

2. If you have not attended all of the Wonder Bugs sessions, what is the main reason for not attending?
(Check one.)
___ time conflict

___session was full

___ lack of interest in the topic

___ sick child

___ weather conditions

___ other; please explain __________________

3. Will you attend future Wonder Bugs programming (or other programming) at Aldo Leopold Nature
Center? (Check one)
____ definitely not

___ probably not

____ probably
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____ definitely

4. Of the following Wonder Bugs components, which ones are you most impressed with (or which are
most important to you? Rank your top three choices with 1 being the most impressive (important).
___ snack

___ book resources

___ hikes

___ study mounts

___ crafts

___ Wednesday blogs

___ songs

___ puppet shows

___ teachers

___ games

___ other____________

5. What suggestions do you have to improve Wonder Bugs?

6. Have you seen an increased sense of wonder in your child towards the natural world since attending
Wonder Bugs sessions? If so, please explain.

APPENDIX J
SURVEY REVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE
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Survey Review Questionnaire
Please circle (underline or highlight) the one title that matches the survey you are
reviewing:
Session Survey, Midway Survey, or Final Survey
Please take a few minutes to answer these questions about what you think of the
survey and how they could be changed or improved to be easier or more
convenient. Fill out one questionnaire for each survey type.
1. Were the survey questions easy to understand? ___ Yes ___ NO
If no, which questions need to be reworded and what are your suggestions for
rewording?

2. Was there enough space between questions to answer them completely?
___ Yes ___ NO
If no, where is more space needed?

3. Were there any questions you feel were missing from the survey related to toddler
programming? ___ Yes ___ No
If yes, what questions should be added?

4. Are there any questions in the survey that you feel could be taken out?
___ Yes ___No
If yes, which questions do you feel should be taken out?

5. For the questions that ask you to “check one”, are there any choices missing or
choices that should be eliminated?
___ Yes ___No
If yes, what choices should be added or deleted?
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Wonder Bugs Topics and Dates
March 2 & 3, 2010
“Fine Feathered Friends”
Buddy up to birds and learn about their world. We’ll play games, sing songs, and head out on a
bird and nest-finding adventure.
March 16 & 17, 2010 “Spring into Nature!”
We’ll send winter on its way. Welcome Spring is what we’ll say! We’ll search for spring low and
high and discover the fun of wondering why.
April 13 & 14, 2010
“One, Two, Colors for You”
Three, four, colors galore! We’ll make rainbows and mix paints. We’ll search outside, too, for
colors bold and faint.
April 27 & 28, 2010
“Twinkle, Twinkle Little Earth”
It’s never too late to celebrate Earth Day! Come enjoy activities and games that will put a
twinkle in your eye.
May 11 & 12, 2010
“Squirmy Wormies”
Come shake the sillies out and squirm the wormies away. We’ll dig up worms, read stories and
sing songs.
May 18 & 19, 2010
“Here Chick, Chick, Chick”
Chick, small fry or cub, you’d be surprised how many different names there are for baby
animals. We’ll read stories and play games all about animal babies.
June 1, 2010 (Tues.)
“The Itsy Bitsy Spider”
Is your spidey-sense ready for action? Come get caught in a web of fascinating facts about
spiders while playing, exploring and making spidery crafts.
June 9, 2010 (Wed.)
“Cocoon in June”
Cocoons are the topic of choice today. We’ll learn about caterpillars and butterflies while we
play. Games and crafts, stories and songs. We’ll search outside too; won’t you come along?
June 15, 2010 (Tues.) “Water, Water Everywhere”
We might get a little wet as we discover all the fun things we can do with water! We’ll also go on
an adventure to see how animals and plants use water, too.
June 23, 2010 (Wed.) “Fun in the Sun”
Search for summer from the wetlands to the prairie to the forest. Sing songs and play games all
with a sunshine twist.
June 29, 2010 (Tues.) “One Fish, Two Fish”
Something fishy is going on! We’ll dive deep into the lives of fish while we explore the pond and
marsh.
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July 7, 2010 (Wed.)
“Where’s Aldo?”
Aldo Leopold is waiting for you to come find him! Play hide-and-seek and other games to
discover what fascinated Aldo Leopold about nature.
July 13, 2010 (Tues.)
“Tune Into Nature”
Sounds abound in nature so get ready to hear the “symphony” with your ears. Plus, warm up
your singing voice and practice your musical talents for a terrific tune-full experience.
July 21, 2010 (Wed.)
“Inspecting Insects”
Grab your magnifying glass; put on your inspector cap- you’re going to see insects before your
nap! Catch them with a net; put them in a jar. Find out why they’re cool near and far.
July 27, 2010 (Tues.)
“Totally Turtles and Tortoises”
Turtles aren’t slow- they are fast-inating! We’ll learn all about these creatures through stories
and songs. Discover what it means to be a turtle in a (nut) shell.
August 4, 2010 (Wed.) “Furry Friends”
Fuzzy wuzzy was a bear or pretty much any animal with furry hair. Come learn about our furry
friends while we explore, play games and sing songs. It’s fur real!
August 10, 2010 (Tues.) “Rattle, Rattle Little Seed”
What are seeds? How do they get around? Where can you find seeds? Find out the answers to
these questions and more! Come discover some seeds of knowledge through exploration and
crafts.
August 18, 2010 (Wed.) “What’s the Buzz About?”
Bees! We’ll buzz around the prairie and learn about bees. We’ll dance to find the flowers and
taste some honey.
August 24, 2010 (Tues.) “Frogs and Pollywogs”
Frogs are hopping. Frogs are fun. Frogs are pollywogs when they are young. This and more are
hopping your way. Come and learn about frogs today!
September 14 & 15, 2010
“Migration Madness”
Spread your wings and get ready to fly south for the winter. Play games and explore the world of
migration. You may just want to join the gaggle of geese by the time we’re done!
September 28 & 29, 2010
“Leafin’ Safari”
Let’s go leafin’ now, everybody’s learning how, come on take a leaf trip with us! Learn about
trees, leaves and how they change with the seasons.
October 12 & 13, 2010
“Digging Up Fun”
Do you like to dig in the dirt? So do badgers and moles and other critters! Dig up facts and fun
about diggers while playing games, singing and of course, digging.
October 26 & 27, 2010
“Going Batty”
What do bats eat? Where do bats live? Do bats really have fangs? Learn the answers to these
questions and more. Get ready to go batty with fun, facts and fiction all about bats!
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November 9 & 10, 2010
“Hibernation Station”
All aboard for Hibernation Station! Hoard facts about what animals do to prepare for winter
while playing games, singing songs and making crafts. You’ll have so much fun you won’t be
sleepy!
November 30 & December 1, 2010
“Coming up Green”
Bring some green back into the dull brown of winter! Recycle your way to a better environment
and explore the evergreen world of conifers. Go green!
December 14 & 15, 2010
“Scarlet Feather”
Cardinals color winter with their red feathers and cheery song. Fly in this week to learn some
cardinal rules and explore the world through red-colored glasses!
January 11 & 12, 2011 “Do You Snow Aldo?”
It is Aldo’s birthday! Are you ready to party? We will have fun with snow, food, and games that
are fun, filling and hearty.
January 25 & 26, 2011 “Off the Beaten Track”
Learn about animal tracks while playing games and singing songs. Discover ways to beat the
winter blues and make your own tracks!
February 8 & 9, 2011 “Love Birds”
Open your hearts and minds to some fowl facts and fun! Learn about gizzards and bird calls and
discover your new feathery heart throb of Wisconsin.
February 22 & 23, 2011 “Whoo? Whoo? It’s You!”
Whoo is this lesson all about? Owls! Whoo is coming? You! Discover owl habits, pellets and lore.
Join us for a hooting good time filled with songs and games and whoo knows what else.
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Wonder Bugs Attendance and Survey Response
Session
Number of Families^ Number of returned surveys
Fine Feathered Friends
(3/3)
3
3
Spring Into Nature
(3/16 & 3/17)
3 + 4 =7
3+ 4= 7
One, Two Colors…
(4/13 & 4/14)
3+5=8
3+5=8
Twinkle, Twinkle… (4/27 & 4/28)
4 + 6 = 10
3+5=8
Squirmy Wormies
(5/11 & 5/12)
4 + 8 =12
4+4=8
Here Chick…
(5/18 & 5/19)
6+4=10
3+3=6
Itsy Bitsy Spider
(6/1)
13
12
Cocoon in June
(6/9)
22
12
Water, Water Everywhere
(6/15)
21
13
Fun in the Sun
(6/23)
13
7*
One Fish, Two Fish
(6/29)
17
12*
Where‟s Aldo?
(7/7)
15
12
Tune Into Nature
(7/13)
14
1**
Inspecting Insects
(7/21)
14
8
Totally Turtles and…
(7/27)
11
10
Furry Friends
(8/4)
15
0*
Rattle, Rattle, Little Seed
(8/10)
8
6
What‟s the Buzz…
(8/18)
13
9
Frogs and Pollywogs
(8/24)
17
15
Migration Madness
(9/14 & 9/15)
7+ 8=15
6+7=13
Leafin‟ Safari
(9/28 & 9/29)
13+18=31
9+12=21
Digging Up Fun
(10/12 & 10/13)
11+ 8=19
3* +7=10
Going Batty
(10/26 & 10/27)
13+16= 29
0**+14=14
Hibernation Station (11/9 & 11/10)
11+14=25
0 **+8 (ran late)=8
Coming Up Green
(11/30 & 12/1)
9+5=14
6+4=10
Scarlet Feather
(12/14 & 12/15)
8+8=16
7+7=14
Do You Snow Aldo? (1/11 & 1/12)
6+7=13
4*+ 0*=4
Off The Beat Track
(1/25 & 1/26)
8+8=16
7+7=14
Love Birds
(2/8 & 2/9)
7+9=16
7+8=15
WHOO? WHOO?... (2/22 & 2/23)
14+8=22
7+6=13
^Number of families does not always equal total number in attendance since some families bring
more than one child.
*denotes researcher absence (another naturalist taught the session)
**denotes when researcher forgot to distribute session surveys
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Informed Consent to Participate in Human Subject Research
Tara Von Dollen, an Environmental Education Graduate student at the University of WisconsinStevens Point is conducting a research project to develop and implement a Toddler Time program for
Aldo Leopold Nature Center. You are being asked to participate in this research.
As part of this research you will be asked to complete at least one short survey and possibly up to
three that will ask questions about how effective and enjoyable the program was, the likelihood of
attending future programs, and other questions about how the program affected you and your
child/children. The first survey will be a very short survey about the specific session or topic, distributed
after each session. The second survey will be for those participants who attended multiple sessions and
will be distributed halfway through the program. The final survey will also be for those participants who
attended multiple sessions and will be distributed at the end of the year-long program.
These surveys are extremely important to this research project because the information from the
surveys will directly affect how the program is developed for Aldo Leopold Nature Center. It will also
provide information for other centers on the best type of toddler programming.
The questions asked will be about you and your child and will remain anonymous. Each of the
participants will be assigned a number, which will be used in lieu of names in the published form of the
research project. Participant names are confidential and will not be released. The identity of each
participant will be protected and kept confidential. We do not anticipate the study will present any medical
or social risk to you other than the inconvenience of the extra time required for you to answer the
questionnaire.
While there may be no immediate benefit to you, we anticipate that the results of this study will
help to improve toddler programming.
These surveys are completely voluntary and you may refrain from answering any of the
questions. If you have any questions about your responses, the use of information, or the research
project in general please feel free to contact:
Tara Von Dollen
Graduate Student
Environmental Education
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point
Madison, WI
(608) 245-4080
If you have any complaints about your treatment as participant in this study, please contact:
Dr. Jason Davis, Chair
Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects
Department of Business & Economics
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point
Stevens Point, WI 54481
(715) 346-4598

Although Dr. Davis will ask your name, all complaints are kept in confidence.

I have received a complete explanation of the study and I agree to participate.
Name_____________________________________________________
(Signature of subject)

Date____________________

This research project has been approved by the UWSP Institutional Review Board for the Protection of
Human Subjects.
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Parental Responses Indicating a Positive Change
for Midway and Final Surveys
Wonder Bugs Midway Survey Responses to Question 4: “Have you seen an increased sense
of wonder or curiosity in your child towards the natural world since attending Wonder
Bugs sessions? If so, please explain.”
“[My daughter] has always had a huge imagination and is always curious about everything and
wants to know how things work and why. I do believe that this class has given Sophia another
opportunity to enjoy nature and learn things through another venue…”
“My son has always been very interested in nature and animals so going to Aldo Leopold has
reinforced this interest even more…”
“…It has helped us stop and explore more of our environment when we are playing outside and
taking walks.”
“Not necessarily increased wonder but more application opportunities. She can apply what she‟s
learned.”

Wonder Bugs Final Survey Responses to Question 6: “Have you seen an increased sense of
wonder in your child towards the natural world since attending Wonder Bugs sessions? If
so, please explain.”
“[She] has incorporated what she learned in Wonder Bugs into her routine observations. For
example: she notices tracks everywhere, she wonders what a bird eats, etc.”
“Hard to say, we live in the country and both myself and Dad have worked as environmental
educators/naturalists in the past, so the sense of wonder was already here. But this is a wonderful
additional outlet for it.”
“I think every positive experience in nature increases the wonder, and Wonder Bugs was
definitely a positive experience.”
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